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Published by tbe Students
of the

CARBON

COUNTY

HIGH
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COPYRIGHT,
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DEA, FAUSETT
and

WILLIAM STOKER
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BOOK§
ADMINISTRATION
CLASSES
ACTIVITIES
ATHLETICS
FISH FOOD

_.__
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FOREWORD
Memories, aye, but fainter they
do grow,
As through the fragrant years of
life we tread;
And we wbo would not bave it so,
Prepared tbis book,· a record to
be read
By those to whom a photograph
or view
Recalls those happy hours their
school days knew.

DEDICATION
To this school year with its
records of the struggles and
joys, triumphs
pointments

and disap -

of a worthy

student body, this book
is dedicated .
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SILAS ROWLEY
President of tbe Board
of Education
Carbon County

HARRY C. SMITH

W. E. STOKER

GEORGE E. OCKEY

Treasurer
Price

Price

Clerk
Price

BURTON S. EGGERTSEN

GEORGE RUFF

Sunnyside

KATHERINE MYERS

Vice-President
Scofield

Secretary
Price

J
)
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W. W. CHRISTENSEN
Superintendent of tbe Carbon County
Scbool District
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NORMAN HAM ILTO>J
Principal
Carbon County High School
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SARAH MALLANEY
University of Utah
Henager's Business College
Commerce
At Carbon since 1918

S. A. OLSON
University of Utah
Brigham Young Cniversity
Ctah Agricultural College
Art
At Carbon since 1919

V. E. WILLIAMS, A.B.
University of Utah
Englisb
At Carbon since 1922

D. E. \VILLIAJ\IS, A.B.
University of Utah
Brigham Young Lniversity
Utah Agricultural College
University of California
Mee/Janie Arts
At Carbon since 1924

E. M. WILLIAMS
University of Utah
Brigham Young University
Music
At Carbon since 1923

Page Eighteen
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H. L. BITHEL, A.B.
University of Utah
M atbeniatics
At Carbon since 1924

RUTH SMEDLY OLSON, A.B.
University of Utah
Utah Agricultural College
English
A t Carbon since 1925

REED THORPE, Ph.B.
University of Utah
University of Wisconsin
Economics, Sociology
At Carbon since 1926

BESS JONES , A.B.
Univers ity of Colorado
Latin and Civics
At Carbon since 1926

SEVILLE FLOWERS, A.B., M.A.
University of Utah
Brigham Young University
!Botany and Zoology
At . Carbon since 1926
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SARAH MALLANEY
University of Utah
Henager's Business College
Commerce
At Carbon since 1918

S. A. OLSON
Uni,·ersity of Utah
Brigham Young Gniversity
Ltah Agricultural College
Art
At Carbon since 1919

V. E. WILLIA\1S, A.B.
· University of Utah
Englisb
At Carbon sihce 1922

D. E. WILLIAMS, A.B.
University of Utah
Brigham Young University
utah Agricultural College
Lniversity of California
Mecbanic Arts
At Carbon since 1924

E. M . WILLIAMS
University of Utah
Brigham Young University
Music
At Carbon since 1923
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]. B.
. STORRS • A.B MA
ngham y oung U ·• · ·
·
B
University of C ~1versity
.
ahfornia
H1Story
At Carbon smce
.
1926

F. S. SLAUGH
l.Jtah

·
' B.S., M.S.
Agricultural C
University of C . ollege
At C
ahfornia
arbon since 1926

. :· . H MADSEN
University of Utah
Snow College
Commercial A rz'tlnnetic

ERNEST JEPSO N
Utah A .
' • B.S.
gncultura l C II
Auto M
. o ege
. At C
ecbamcs
arbo n since 1928

r
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A NE SIEFKE, B.S.
Iowa State College
Domestic Science

At Carbon since 1930

CONNIE LARSEN, B. S.
Utah Agricultural College
Domestic Art

At Carbon since 1930

ALICE FLOYD, B.S.
University of Utah
Spanisb

At Carbon since 1930

HATTIE DlillO>lD, A.B.
L'niversity of Utah
Brigham Young University
Englisb

I

At Carbon since 1930

LUCILLE Tl)TTLE, A.B.
Brigham Young University
Graduate of Leland Powers School

..,

Dra 111aticArts and
Pbysical Education

At Carbon since 1930
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A. F. LOSEE, B.S., J\1.S.
.University of Utah
University of Chicago
Science
At Carbon since 1930

OLE CHRISTIA . SEN, B.S.
Utah Agricultural College
University of Wyoming
Scie11ce and Matbematics
At Carbon since 1930

DOROTHY SALISBURY, B.S.
University of Utah
Englisb
At Carbon since 1930

VERNON MERRILL, B.S.
Brigham Young University
A tbletics
At Carbon since 1930

MRS. D. A. CAMOMILE
Matron of tbe Dormitory

WILLIAM WILLIAMS
Secretary to tbe Princ:pal
At Carbon since 1930
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. NEVIN

WETZEL

President, Student Body
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§TUDENT
H. ELLIS

M. RUGGERI
B. JONES

.

BODY

-::,-·

COUNCIL
E. NAYLOR

L. YOLl'\G

N. HA.\! ILTO:S:
T. YA.\IASAKI·
'·

.,

BOARD
M. NAYLOR

L. HADLEY

OF CONTROL
L. HYATT

M. VIETA
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GOVERNMENT
C. . CHIDESTER
Vice-President
A.· NELSON
Vice-Pr esident
F. McINTYRE

M. SEATON
Secretary-Treasurer
R. FAHRING

President

Vice-President

Secretary -T reasure r

L. MATHIS
President

I. WEBB
Vice-President

W. McKN IGHT
President
L. BOX
President

J.
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Secretary-Treasurer

C. DIMAS
P. FLYNN
Secretary-T

reasurer
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CLASSES

HOLLIS GRA;-..;GE

WILLIAM

College Preparatory Course ·
Student Cou ncil ; '29. '30: Opera, '29, '30; Senate,
'28, '29 , '30; Vice-~resident of Senate, '30 ; Carbonicle Staff. '28, '30; Music Club, '27, '28, '29;
La Junt a, '27; Carbon Congress , '29; Cheer
Leader, '28, '29, '30; School Play, '28, '30;
Carbon Staff, '29, '30.

LOUISE

PEACOCK

HELE N ELLIS

College Preparatory Cours•
Int er Nos, '27. '28: J. \V. G., '27, '28, '29;
Carbo n Staff , '27, '28. '29, '30; Carbonicle Staff,
'27, '28; H . E. C., ' 29; Oratory, '28 ; Pep Club,
'29, '30: Cheer Leader of Pep, '30; School Play,
'30; Debating, '29, '30; Carbon Congress, '30;
Art <::lub, '29, '30.

MAY SEATON
College Preparatory Course
Sophomore Cheer Leader , '28: Secretary-Treasurer
of Class, '29, '30; Pep Club, '29 '30 · Art Club
'30; Carbon Staff, '29, '30; Carbo~icle Staff'
'30; Prom Committee, '29; J. \V. G., '28, '29, '30'.
NEVIN

STOKER

College Preparatory Course
Car bonicle Staff, '27, '28, '29; Carbon Staff, '27,
'28, '29; Business
Manager of Carbon, '30;
Scr.ool Play, '29, '30; Prom Committee,
'29;
Senate, '29, '30; President of Senate, '30; Music
C lub , '27, '28, '29, '30: · Art Club, '30; VicePresident

College Preparator:, Course
Sc hool Pl ay, '29, '30; Pep Club, '28, '29, '30;
Opera, '29; Carbo nic le, · 30; Student Counc il,
'30; J. \V. G., '27, '28, '29 ; Music Club, '27.
. '28, '29 , '30; La J~nta, '29, '30 . .

MARY NAYLOR
College Prep aratory Course
Opera, '27; Pep Club, '29, '30; Int er Nos, '28,
'29; Student Body Council, '30 ; Board of Control, '29; Carbon Staff, '29.

WETZEL

College Preparatory Course
Football, '29, '30 ; Track, '29 , '30; President of
Student Body, '30; La Junta , '27, '28; Carbon
Congress, '29; Art Club, '28; Senate Club, '29, '30

O~IAR BUNNEL
College Pr eparatory Course
Student Body Counc;il. '27 , '28; Opera, '27 , '29;
Oratory, '27; Football , '30; Debatin g, '29, '30;
Evtempornneous Speaking, '29; Carbonic le Staff,
'27 , '28, '29 : Editor of Carbonicle, '30; Prom
Chairman, '29; School Play, '29; Senate , '28,

'29, '30.

Page Tu:enty~nine

\\'ILLIA.\\
College

\lch::\IGHT

Preparatory

ROBERT \\ "OODHEAD

Course

College

Senate. '29. '30; Football. '28, '29, '30; Basketball, '29 , '30; Business Manager of Carbonicle,
'29; Studen t Body Council, '30; Carbon Staff, '30

Preparatory

Coarse

Carbon Staff, '29: Carbonicle Staff, '29, '30;
Business Manager of Carbonicle, '30; Cheer
Leader Assistant, '29, '30; Senate, '29, '30;
Carbon Congress, '29 .

A:s;CILLA GIOVANNONI

MARGARET REESE

College Preparatory Cozcrse
Pep Club, '28, '29, '30; Pep President, '30;
J. \V. G., '2 7, '28, '29; Art Club, '30 ; Class
Basketball, '30; School Play, '30; Prom Committee, '29.

College Preparatory Course
J. \V. G. Club, '27, '28, '29; Inter Nos, '29, '30·
Girls' Glee · Club, '30; Carbon Congress, '30;°
Inter-Clas s Debating, '28, '29; Debating, '29, '30;
School Play, '28, '30.

HELEt\

FL Y:s;:s:

J\!ORLE:s;E J\:i\YLOR

College Prepar ato ry Course
St. ~!ary's-of-\Vasatch, '27, '28; Pep Club, '29 ,
'30: Vice-Pre sident of Pep, '30; J. \V. G., '29,
',C; Carbonicle Staff, '29; .\I usic Club, '30 .

College Preparatory Course
J. \V. G., '28, '29, '30 ; Inter 1os, '28 , '29;
Vice-President of Inter Nos, '29; Pep Club, '29,
'30; Art Club, '27, '28; Carbon Staff, '30.

BLAKE CHRISTE;s;SE:--1

DEAN FAUSETT

College Preparatory Co1trse
Football, '28, '29, '30; Glee Club, '29; Spanish
Club, '28, '29; Senate, '30; Burley High School
Band and Orchestra, '27, '28, '29 .

College Preparatory Co,.rse
Carbon Staff, '28, '29, '30; Editor of Carbon,
'30 ; Art Club, '27, '28, '29, '30 ; President of
Art Club, '29, '30; Inter Nos, '28, '29, '30;
Opera, '27; Senate,. '30; Prom Committee, '29;
Music Club , '27.
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ALBERT JEANSELME
College Preparatory Course
La Junta , '29 , '30; A~. Club, '29 , '30; Secretary
and Treasurer or Ag. Club, '30; Carbon Congress,
.
'30; Basketball, '28, '29.

IlOOTH KILFOYLE
Colle ge Preparatory Course
Senate, '30; Tennis, '29 .

.

LEWIS EAQUJ:-cT-\
College Preparator y Course
Tr ack, '29; Football, '29, Senate , '29, 'JO.

MARY RUGGERI
College ·Preparatory Course
Int er Nos, '27, '28, '29, '30: Carbon Sta fr. '29,
'30; D. A. R. Oratorical Contest, '29; Carbon
Congress, '30; Music Club , '2 7, '28; Student
Body Council, '30: School Play, '30; OP.era, '27;
J. \V. G., '27 . '28, '29 ; Class Deba ting , '30 .

........
LORA HADLEY
College Pr epa rat ory Course
Pep Club, '29, '30; Secretary and Trea sure r of
Pep Club; Secretary, '30; Inter Nos, '27, '28,
'29, '30; President or Inter Nos, '30; Secretary ;'\
of Board of Control, '30; Carbon Staff, '29, '30;
Opera, '29; J. W . G., '27, '28, '29 ; Girls' Glee
Club, '29, -'30.

"/

FRA\,;CJS TAYLOR
College Preparatory Course
La Junta , '27, 'ZS; J . W . G., '27, 'ZS, '29; Pep
Club, '30,-

~!ARGARET

SCARTEZI\,;.-\
Commercial Course
J. W. G., 'ZS, '29: Sunnyside Junior High , '27 ;
Athletic .\lanager , '27; Dormitor y, '28, '29, '30;
Dormitory Reporter, '29; Dormitor y Vice-President, '30: School Play, '30; Commercial Club,
'2 8, '29, '30; Carbon Staff, '30.
EU!O
PACE
College Preparatory Course
Senate, '29, '30; Ag. Club, '30; Football, '29, '3.0;
Carbon Congress, ' 30; I.a Junta Club, '29, '30.

Pa ge T birty-one
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SHARP

\VILS0:-1 J\IATHIS

College Preparatory Course
School Play, '30; Senate, '30; Carbon Congress,
'29; Pre sident of Ag . Club, '30; Ag. Club, '30;
Football,

'28.
BLA'.:CHE

E\"ELY:,,; JONES

BA ILEY

College Prepara_tory Co11rse
H. E. C., '27 ; J. \V. G .. '2i, '28, '29; Girls'
Glee Club, '28, ' 30.

FLORENCE

College Preparatory Course
La J~nta , '27, '28, '29;
H. E. C., '29, '30; J. W. G., '28, '29 .

Girl s' Glee Club , '27;

High, San Francisco , California;

1-1. E. C., '30.

REID

College Preparatory Course
,\lu sic Club, '30; Art Club, '27, '28, '29; Gir ls'
Glee Club, '30 ; J. \V. G. , '27, '28, ' 29; Secretary
Club, '30; Carbon
of Dorm
and Treasurer
Congre ss, '30 .

LENA SILVAGN I

G ILBERT

College Preparatory Course
Mission

LEE

College Preparatory Course
Basketball, '2i , '28 , '29, '30; Captain of Basket '29, '30 ; Senate, '28, '29, '30 ;
Football,
'30;
ball.
Class Athletic Jllanager, '27 , '28, '2 9.

DAN KELLY

ALLRED

College Preparatory

College

Course

Football, '27, '28 , ' 29. '30 ; Football Captain,
'30 ; Senate, '29, '30 ; Vice-Presid en t of Senate,
'29; Carbon Congress, '30; Ag. Club, '30.

Preparatory

Course

La Junta , '27, '29; Senate,

'29, '30.

·</1
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CATHERINE SAX
College Preparatory Course
/\rt Club, '27; Opera, '27; J. W. G., '27, '28, '29;
Inter Nos, '29 , '30; Carbon Congress, '30; Girls'
Glee Club, '30 ; lnt er-ClasS' Debating, '30 .

ELEA:\OR

PIACITELLI

Commercial

Cour se

J. W . G., '27, '28 . '29 ; H. E. C.. '27, '28 ;
Mu sic Club . '30: Commercial Club,
· '27, '28 , -'29, '30.
•

FRED STO:\ES
College Preparator y Course
Art Club, ' 28, '29; School Play, '30.

LEROY :IIEAGHER
Colle ge Pre pa ratory

Course

Inter Nos, '27. '28, '29, ' 30 : School Play, '30;
S. A. R. Oratorical Contest, '29.
•\

••

WILLIAM

KOS

College Preparatory

HAROLD

STEVE"SO~

College Preparatory

Course

Course

Music Club, ' 29, '30.
iIILDRED

PRI CH:\RD

College Preparator y Course

Art Club, '2 7, '28, '29 , '30; Secretary
and
Treasurer of Art Club , '30 ; J. \V. G., 'i7, '28,
' 29 ; H. E. C., ' 28, '29.
.

..\LICE 8[:\E
Commercial Course
J \V. G ., '27, '28, ' 29; La Junt a, '30; La Junta
Reporter, '30 , Girls' Basketba ll, '30 ; Commerc ial
Club, '27, '28, '29, '30.

/'age F birt y -tbree
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IRIS J\IA:s;GU.\I

IDA WILS0:--1

College Preparatory Course
H. E. C. Club, '30 ; J. \V. G. , '27 , '28, ' 29;
..\rt Club, '30; Basketball, '29 .

J. \V

:s;OAH POTTER
Commercial Coune
Commercial Club, '27, '2 8, '29 , '30 .

ALFRED

RICCI

Colle ge Preparatory Course
Football, '28, '29; Track, '27, '28, '29;
Ag. Club, '30.

VERA

PRI NCE

College Preparatory Course
H. E. C., '2 7, '28 ; Music Club, ' 27, '28, '29;
Opera, '27.
'

Page Thirt y-four

College Preparatory Course
G., '27. '28, ' 29; Inter Nos,
Art Club, '29 , '30.

JOHN

'2 7, '28;

DEVIETTI

College Preparatory Course
Tr ack, ' 26, '29, '30 ; Track Captain, '29 ; Boxing,
'29; Foo tb all, '26.

JAMES DIAM.A:N T!
Course

College Preparatory
La Junta, '28,

'30.

PHILOMI NE BERGANT
Commercial Course
Pep Club, '30; Commercial Club, '27, '28, '29, '30
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KATHERYN

--.:.::::.-

BEEBE

Home Economics Course
H. E. C., '29, '30; J. \V. G., '27, '28, '29;
Art Club , '27, '28, '29, '30; Music Club, '27,
'28, '29, '30; Girls' Glee Club , '29, '30; Opera, '30

CORA PACE
Commercial Course
J. \V . G., '2i , ' 28. '29 ; Commercial Club, '29;
H. E. C., '27, '28, '29; Pep Club, '29, '30.

CLIN CHIDESTER
Cnlle:.;e Preparatory Course
Senate, '28, '29, '30; Football, '27, '28, '29 , '30;
Vice-Pres ident of Class, '29, ' 30; Opera , '29;
School Play, '28. ' 29, ' 30 : Ag. Club, '29 ; Music
Club, '29, ' 30.

RAY REYNOLDS

La Junta,

TOSUKE YAMASAKE

College Preparatory Course
Art Club, '27, '28; Ca rbon Congress, ' 30; School
Play, '29; Track , '28, '29.

MYRTLE

CHRIS JOUFLAS
Commercial Course
Comme rcia l Club, '27, '28, '29, '30;
'27, '28 .

Colle ge Prep arator y Course
Vice-President of Class, '27; Class Debating, '27,
'28, '29 , '30: Carbonicle Staff, '30; Carbon Staff,
'30; 'Inter Nos. '28, '29 , '30; Senate, '30;
Student Cou ncil, '30.

MADSEN

College Preparatory Course
]. \V, G., '27, '28, '29; La Junta, '27, '28;
Girls' Glee Club, '.28, '29; H. E. C., Secretary
and Treasurer , ·'30.

VIRGl:'\1..\ WHITE
Commercial Course
J. \V. G., '27, '28, '29; Commercial
' 27, '28, '29,

Club,
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WILLIAM Pll'\TUS

ECCLES MAI\GUM
College Preparatory

Colle ge Preparatory

Course

l\lu sic Club President, '30 : Carbo n Staff, '30;
Music Club, '27, '28, '29, '30.
MARJORIE CLIFT
Colle ge Preparatory

Course

Carbon Staff , '29 ; La Junta, '30 ; Music Club, '30 .

Course

J. W. G., '27, '28, '29; La Junta, '28, '29 .

J.

I ,

ELI ZABETH M IGLIACCIO
Home Economics Course
W. G., '27, '28, '29; H. E. C., '27, '28, '29; M usic Club, '30.

I

EVELYN KING

GOLDA BIRCH

Commer cial Cour se

Coll ege Prepara tor y Co urse

Commercial Club. '27, '28, '29. '30; H. E. C.,
'27, '28. '29 ; J . W. G.. '27, '28, '29 ; Pep
Club, '30.
GRET CHEN STRAUSS
Hom e Economic s Cour se

Inter Nos, '28, '29; J. W." G., '27, ··28, '29, '30;
H. E. C., '28, ' 29; Art Club, '28, '29, '30; Music
Club, ' 30.
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Carbon Congress, '30.

JULIETTE CLAVELL
Comme~cial co ·u, se
Commercial Club , '27, '28, '29, '30: J. W. G.,
'27, '28, '29; H. E. C., '30 .

I

\,

-

-.

\'

ELLA KELLY
College Preparatory Course
Ferron High, '27; Glee Club, '28, '29, '30; Opera,
'28; Dormitory, '29, '30; Basketball, '29.

) a i'f Oil, (<°tr/Jon
..

THELMA

La Junta.

Course

Music Club, '27 , '28, '29, '30; Pep, '28, '29, '30;
Com mercial Club , '28, '30; J. \V. G., '28, '29;
H. E. C., '29.

JOHN GROSSO
College Preparatory Course
Football, '27; La
Junta Vice-President,
'30;
Basketball, '28, '29, '30; Senate, 'JO; Track,
'28, '29, '30.

JOH!'/ PEPERAKIS
College Preparatory Course
'27, '2 8; Football, '28; Boxing, '28.

McMILLAN

Commercial

ARVEL ASAY
A4ecbanic Arts

Course

Carbon Congress, '30.

RAY DEMING
College Prepara tory Co11rse
Senate, '29, 'JO; Opera, '29; Debating, '27, '28,
'29 ; Extemporaneous Speaking, '29 .

DEON DIMICK
Colle ge Preparatory Co11rse
West Junior High, ' 27, ' 28; J. \V. G., '29, 'JO.

ER ,\IA FAUSETT
College Preparatory Course
Art Club , ' 29, 'JO; H. E. C., '28, '29; Music
Club , '29, '30; J. \V. G., '28, '29.

Page Tbirty-sei ·en

ERMA

FER'<

H..\RRIS

JA'E

BESSIE

PERRY

College Preparatory

FAUGHN

MAUDE JOH,SON

M..\RGARET

Course

J. W. G., '27, '28, '29; H. E. C., '27, '28, '29,

GARROCK

Coliege Preparatory

Co11rse

J. W. G., '27, '28 , '29 ; La Junta, '28, '29, '30;

Inter-Class Debating, '30; Carbo n Congress, '30.

Page T birty-e igbt

IELSO

College Preparatory

Co11rse

Music Club, '27, '29; Art Club, '27; J. W, G.,
' 27, '28, '29; H. E. C., '27, '29 .

DAVIES

Home Economics Course
Art Club, ' 27 ; J. \V . G., '27 , '28, '29; H. E. C.,
' 27, '28, '29, '30 .

Co11rse

J. \\' . G., '27, '28, '29.

College Preparatory

BROWN

Commercial Course
Commercial Cluh , '27. '28. '29, '30; J. \V. G.,
'27, '28, '29; Girls' Glee Club, '30; Opera, '29.

College Prepar atory Course
H. E. C.. ' 26, '27, '28: J. \V. G. Club,
' 27, '28, '29.

'30; Reporter of H. E . C., '30. ·

LOU ISE COLZAN I
Commercial

Course

..\rt Club. '27, '30 ; H. E. C., '27 , '28: J. \V. G.,
'27, '28, '29; Commercia l Club, '27, '28, '29, '30.
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RUBY REDD

CHARLES

College Preparatory Course
Art Club, '29, '30; Commercial Club, '28, '29, '30;
J. \V. G., '27, '28, '29; H. E. C., '27, '28.

LOIS

I

TALBOE

College Preparatory Course
Music Club, '29, '30 ; H. E. C., '27, '28;
Club, '29; J. W. G., '28, '29.

THELMA McKINNON
Home Economics Course
J. \V. G., '27, '28, '29; Opera, '27, '30; Girls'
Glee Club , '29, '30; H. E. C., '27, '28, '29;
Inter :S:os, ' 28, '29, '30; Music Club, '27, '29.

l

ELLIS

Alecba,zic Arts Course

Art

LI Bil IE STE\ "E:'\SEN
College Preparatory Course
Commercial Club, '27; H. E. C., '27, '28; J. W.
G., '2 7, '28, '29, '30; Happ y-Go- Lucky , '27 , '28
'29, '30; Athletic Manager, '30; Secretary and
Trea surer , ' 29; !llusic Ciub, '30; Girls ' Glee, '30.

BEULAH BEARD
College Preparatory
Course
H. E. S. Club, ·.27, '28, '29; J. \V. G., '28, '29.

JUNE

CAR\"ER

College Preparatory Course
French Club, '27, '28; Girls' Athletic Club , '2 6,
' 29 ; Debating Club, '29; H. E. C., '29; Mu sic
Club, '27.

ANNA WONG
College Preparatory Co1trse
Peter Pan Club, '27, '28 ; Art Club, '28, '29, '30;
J. W. G .. Club, '28, '29, '30; Spanish Club, '28,
'29, '30; Basketball , '27, '28, '29, '30.
ARTHUR
!land,

RASMUSSEN

M ecbanic Arts Course
'27, '28 , '29 , '30; Music Club,
'29, '30.

HARRY BEARD
1\/ecbanic Arts Course

'27, '28,

) I
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REPORT

§ENIOR

THE

The voyage is completed and done.

safe-

The Senior crew is· no~

ly anchored at the Port of Grad1:1ation in the Bay of Commencement,
proud of its class and justly so.
As Freshies, they were among the greenest of recruits to ever e11ter the environs of . Carbon High, but they had plu~k, initiative, and
These qualities and attributes have characterized their
ambition.
enlistment ·perjod .

four-year

Neve~ wer ·e ther~ ' inore lordlier -Sophs than they, ~~ that ·the · 1:fro.
yea r was easily accomplished
·...succeeding
the
motion. to Junior ranking
.
,,..
.
.
and
activities,
extra~curricular
in
participation
active
Then their pep·,
wholesome attitude · tow~rd . th~ so~ial and · s~hcilastic ~nterpris~s _of the
school, secured and merited commendation. ·
.

.

.

Finally , the co~eted promotion, the designation of Senior, brought
that a. rec~rd of_ accomplishments 'Y_~sbe· :\ th it _the joy \knowing
of the . Fresh1e ·amestament to the reahzat10n . of. some
.
.
worth while.
and
enjoyable
been
had
:
play
bitions. Both: work and
.
\ \ .
\
.
\
Ack11owl_~dgment s~~)Uld be'. m_ade here to th~ Io_yal and steadfast
:~
~.f_:-aqvisor, ~Mr. Seville Flowers, ,vho for three out of. four years at Car'
1'1 ..,..____-- 1
.1~- -~
bon , ~s oeen t h~ source of aid and encouragement to all. Ever has he
' I
1~ . Ie~t

--

'-

· , l \.\.

and uncJ..erstanding, ; willing to give his time and talent
been ~n~I~
' ..\~· t_o build _.up t{e 1119rale.- To t_lieir esteemed friend, "Billy Bugs ," the
Seniors extend thei ~ he ~!fe~ t appreciation and wishes for success. He
has been largely responsi _ble for ·thei~ realization
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" There i~~,s~metbing bere for us all to be,
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.
""~;;:; ... . ,,; . . Onl:r- be: tbe best of whatever you are."
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JUNIORS
L. BOX
G. HRIENSON
F. HOLMES
M. McCLUSKEY

A. NELSON
G. HUTCHINSO>I
T. EVANS
R. LITTLEJOHN

--

.....,
_.,.,..-=

R. WEBB
E. NAYLOR
L. HYATT
L. DAVIDSON

·-

.:' '

P. SNOW
R. ACORD
L. BURRESS
L. YOUNG

~

\;JV~-
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JUNIOR§
I. BARTLETT
M. DOOLEY
E. JOHNSON
R. CHILDS

R.
H.
R.
A.

SUTCH
RICHENS
FAHRING
ALICE

H. MEMMOTT
L. CLYDE
A. RAUHALLA
F. WILSON

K. JAMESON
L. MA GUM
F. SIMMONS
E. PAGANO

-
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JUNIOR§
T. ZUPON
B. REYNOLDS
F. FLAIM
N. PHILLIPS

R. DEMMON
V. UNGRITCH
G. ZWAHALN
J. RUSS

H. FULLER
M. PEARS0 1
R. GROUSMAN
J. BRA'.\/CH

I \,

D.
T.
T.
F.

JAMES
SARRCINO
MATHIS
GORISHEK
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JUNIOR§

J. MONFREDI

C. HARMO>l

G. DAVIS

S. DIAMANT!
.,.

L. KIZERIAN

G. LLOYD

R. CAUSER

M.AXELGARD

J. PINTUS

C. TEZAK

D. PITTS

S. ALLRED
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.JUNIOR§
L CANCES

W. NIELSO.

E. ·WILLIAMS

L. GOLDING

J.

ROLLINS

A. TEZAK

M. ANDERSON
, E. HARMON
R. CHIDESTER

L. REDD
R. STEVENSON
F. COLOMBO
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THE

JUNIOR

REPORT

,

That the Juniors have an unusually unified class organization
has been evident this year. Class meetings, class parties, and
class spirit, have all been characterized by "pep" and whole
hearted response. To sports, to dramatics, to music, and t0
scholarship, the Junior Class has given many talented members.
The Football team was composed mostly of Junior fighters. In
basketball, they won the class series. In fact, every activity
has been made stronger by their support.
Talent, that had long remained hidden, was discovered by
Mrs. Jones, the class advisor, when the Juniors took charge of
the :i.ssembly. Ray Acord and Ka rl Jameson outflappered the
most modern of girls. And ~ven America's sweetheart could be
no more demure than Emerton Williams in his golden flowing
curls.
· However, the culmination of the Juniors ' efforts reached a
.. zenith in ,·the great social triumph of the year, the Junior Prom.·---:-- enade, which was exceptional, even in comparison with its bril;·,;.,~ -:,· Jiant predecessors.
----

-~· A; ··a fitting finale, the Junior-Senior

Banquet pro ved con-

clusively that it had been a most successful year for its sponsors.

-·-··
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SOPHOMORE§
J. KILFOYLE
W. HALL
H. JONES
J. LARSON

H. HADLEY
0. BEHUNIN
C. OLIVETTO
E. REESE

E. GIACOLETTO

J. KAMNIKAR
]. DEMMAN
M. PACE

H. REDD
F. PETERSEN
M. JOHNSTUN
F. LAMPH
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SOPHOMORE§
H.
L.
A.
P.

LOWRY
DAVIS
BONELLO
LINDSEY

0. REESE
H. ROBINSON
W. STORY
M. PIERCE

G. GOETZMAN
R. SAXEY
F'. JOHNSON
E. STONES

F. DALPIAZ
D. COWLEY
F. SILLITO
M. JOUFLAS

,(I ·

1
I
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SOPHOMORE§
G. PATTERICK
M. DAVIS
B. SAXEY
M. McC0 1 NELL

i.

D. HENDERSON
A. CHRISTENSEN
E. LEONARD
H. GUNDERSON

A. M6NOTTI
M. RICCI
W. GORISHEK
H. LIDDELL

1'1. FORSYTHE
C. KELL
K. STREET
R. CHRISTENSE
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SOPHOMORE§
P. RISER
W. BLACKHAM
K. DART
W. BURN

Page Fif ty

C. BURTON
W. WARNER
C. DAVIES
R. ZUBICK

M. HOUSTON
H. WILSON
E. MARTINELLI
G. GARLICK

R.
R.
D.
T.

ROSEBURRY
GEORGELAS
SIMMONS
COLZANI
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SOPHOMORES
M. LEAVITT
M. KING
P. KUREVICH
H. WEST

J. CANTO

M. HIXO.

F. HREINSON
K. B1ANC4
I. LATTURNER

J. PLUTE
G. BO:--JACCI
W. METCALF

.i

/

P. GROSSO

E. O'BRYAN
O.COOK
H. KRAYNE
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SOPHOMORE§
F. McINTIRE
T. TAYLOR
F. OGDEN
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C. DIMAS
R. REY OLDS
L. DRAPER
M. MYERS

P. HOLBROOK
A. ·BONOMO
J. CORY
D. BEAN

'°';~"°
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S. COSTELLO
P. TABONE
R. HOWARD
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SOPHOMORE§
D. METZ
A.DUNCON
C. MANGUM

M. CHIDESTER
H. CAMPBELL
L. PACE
M. MIGLIACCIO
D. RUFF
V, OTTESO>l
M. VIETA
A. BARNES
M. SYETICH
R. KIRKHAM
M. TALLERICO
E. BABCOCK
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THE

§OPHOMORE

REPORT

It took the Sophomores to bring to light the inner secrets
of the faculty . The famous crystal reader whom the Sophomores
obtained for their assembly, was a genius at revealing secrets.
Some members of the faculty were quite surprised to find that
their aspirations and follies were so well known. In fact, several
of the impersonations needed no introductor y comments .
The same ·zest that distinguished them on the stage, also
was carried over into the activities at Carbon . Sophomores lined
up for football and _basketball practice, some being s_elected for
the first squads , where their work was highly deserving of prai se.
When it .came to decorating the Sophomore · booth for the
Junior Prom , the class was one hundred percent on the job
with ideas and cooperation.
Likewise they were responsible for
a most pleasing class party and a most charming beauty candida_te -for _the year book.
~ __

. All in all, the y ear was successful and happy . The Sopho\ 'm o~
ho-..bav \ ~een u11d_er th_e guardian_ship of _Mr. Merrill,
feel thar -they ment the promot10n to J umor rankmg .

..:.'..
Altogether, they feel as if this has been a very interesting
· ·;_ :~and successful school year.
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FRESHMEN
M.ROMANO

J. COOK
M. REDD

E. A1 DERSON

R. SJLLITO

B. MUNK

C. ARIOTTI

J. ZOBELL

E. STAIR

M. JOH:'\SO>l

D. LEE

D. HOLDAWAY

,
j

>j /
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FRE§HMEN
L.
P.
S.
L.

MATHIS
FLYNN
BORRELL
MANGUM
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F. SEATON
M. ELLIS
F. SA'.'JFORD
J. ETZEL

C. STOKER
F. JONES
R. PHILLIPS
M. HOLMES

K. JONES ]. CROCKETT
H. JEWKES
J. ALLEY

. j

FRESHMEN
E. BRANCH

M. RASMUSSEN
I. WEBB
K. STEVENSON

N. GUNDERS0\1
L. STEVENS
J. CRAWFORD
M. VILLAO

. F. JASPERSON
W. DIAMANT!
M. A.~DERSON
F. FULLER

- .J)V~

B. OLSEN
L. GROW
D. ROWE
E. TURNER
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FRESHMEN
R. PEZZOPANE
E. REYNOLDS

I. KOHKO'.\JER
W. BOWNS
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F. INUI
M. ADAMS
R. ADAMS
M. CLERICO

S. DIMICK
V. HYATT
B. SEELEY
M. TANNER

H. RICE
T. CLEMENT
M. MABBUTT
C. AXELGARD
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FRESHMEN
H. PRINCE
E. WYCHERLEY

A. GRANGE
S. STEIN

E. CHRISTENSEN
M. STRAUSS
C. ROSS
J. RASMUSSEN

S. COOK
D. STORRS
M. ANDERSO'.\/
P. WILLIAMS

i "

\

.
/

N. LIVINGSTON
I. FOSSAT
N. LITTLEJOHN
L MANGONE
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FRESHMEN
B. SEELEY
'C. O'HATA
J. ZEESE
D. WILSON
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L. SWEET
M. CORTESE
D. MONDFREDI
B. KELLY

H. KIMBALL
M. HOLMES
M. ALICE
T. ALEXANDER

~~}
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E. ABBOTT

T. RASK
E. MARSING

E. BARRETT

FRESHMAN

REPORT

"We were just as green as grass,
When first along these balls we passed.
But now, we're quite sophisticated,
F.or we are getting educated."
The Sophomores have taken considerable pride in the
way
their protegees have .emerged from the chrysalis.
Since they
were not permitted to initiate with might and main,
they used
subtle darts of sar.casm. However, their triumph was short
lived,
for the Freshmen rose equal to .any emergency, after
they had
acquired a few basic facts; namely, that absentees must
report to
the War Department; that sluffers may expect a term
or so,
length of sentence, from one -to · forty days; and that
they need
not look humbled every time they found themselves
.
in the
presence of haughty Sophomores or exalted Juniors. ~(,
. Adjustments were speedily made; rooms · and / instruc
tors
_,
located; and participation in activities commenced _____
;_/,.. ·
·/
_,-:
Several ventured onto the football field and "acted
dinglings, with promise for promotion in the future . .Some,
also ;.-:;::came out to answer the basketball call.
( ,\
/
'-:: ~
The honor and high honor roll contained many .·Freshw
in
names, so that from a social and scholastic p'oint of
view
•
"ihe
.•
I
>
' ___year wa~ worth while. V. E. William
s, the ad_visor, w_?s:...
appreciated for considerable difficulty was experien ~ed in getting
some
one to act as " father, friend, and councillor .;'...,:to the Frosh
·
.
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Publications
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\V. STEVE:\S

H. DIMO~D

R. THORPE

l
I

PUBLICATION§
Through the decades , the · press has proved to be one of the
most significant means of promoting cooperation . The power
of the press manifests itself even in a small institution, where
it is the means of stimulating interest and participation in all
phases of student activity.
The Carbon furnishes a record of all the important events.
1t is a book containing the experiments , observations , and results of school life for the current year. It has tried to maintain
the standard set by previous annuals in its arrangement, its
write-up , and its features . 1f it merits the students ' approval,
the staff will feel well repaid for their efforts.
The Carbonicle, " hibernatorial' 1 in nature, enjoyed popIts potential powers
ul;;rity whenever it made its appearance.
for cooperating with the Student Council in school improvements and projects made it an especially valuable asset. In
addition to these, it served as a medium for - the students and
activities .
To the advertisers and the students, the staffs of both organizations express their appreciation for their loyal support and
patronage.
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EVELYN NAYLOR
HOPE LOWRY
LOUISE PEACOCK
LENA
HELEN HADLEY
MERRILL ELLIS
TOSUKE YAMASAKI
MORLENE NAYLOR
MARGARET SCARTEZl:s!A
ECCLES MANGUM
HOLLIS GRANGE
~!ARY NAYLOR

O\VE:--1REESE
~JAY SEATON
MARY RUGGERI
LORA HADLEY
W,\l. McKNIGHT
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ROBERT WOODHEAD

Editor

Jlusiness Manager

CARBONIC

TOSUKE YAMASAKI
Associate Editor

ROSS WEBB
4ssistant

Business Manager

FLOYD MclNTYRE
Sophomore
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Repor ter

LE §TAFF

JOHN CROCKETT
Freshman

RAY ACORD

HELEN ELLIS

f uni or Reporter

Senior Reporter
Reporter

MAY SEATON
Club

Reporter
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E. NAYLOR
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A. SIEl'KIE
M. NAYLOR
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L.•PEACO
T. McMILLA:sJ
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PEP
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The Pep Club began with a bang this year. After the first -~eeting , a progressive dinner, starting v.;ith cocktail at the Dorm and ending with dessert at Kenilworth, was held .
The Peppers , in their green sweaters and yellow kerchiefs, were
conspicuous at every football and basketball game. The cheer leaders
red that the Peppers wou Id be there to ye! I!
\\'ere aSS\.I
Before Carbon's annual encounter with Moab , the Pep presented
a rally and clever play in assembly. Moaf:> was on trial for kteping
ing company with "Lady Luck," and if the sentence pronounced
on him by the judge had been carried out, Carbcm would !!ave won!
Banquet was held Nov. 16. Everyone
The Pep-Senate-Football
had a great time. Coach Merrill, Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Christensen
threw slams at each other all through dinner for the title of being the
"Stubby" Peterson probably .took the
best "deer hunter" present.
farthest.
the
truth
the
prize-stretching
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M. NAYLOR
L. . BURRESS

(

p. SNOW
H. MEMMOTT
C. PACE
I. BARTLETT

A. NELSON
F. TAYLOR

T. EVANS
P. BERGA:S:T

PEP
The Senators later complimented the Peppers with a rabbit
banquet, which was equally as good.
A private dancing party was held at the Country
Club
during the Christmas vacation . The hall was gaily
decorated
with a Christmas tree and holly. A great fire burned in
the open
fireplace . Everyone enjoyed the evening.
The Pep assembly was presented on Feb. 14. A Valenti
ne
theme was .carried out.
Miss Siefke and Ancilla Giovannoni have been the
"life
buoys" that kept the Pep up during the year . To them
the Pep
extends their appreciation, as well as to Miss Larsen and
Miss
Floyd for their cooperation and help during the year.
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R. WOODHEAD

D. FAUSETT

N. WETZEL

0. BUNNEL

H. GRANGE

J . GROSSO

L. HYATT

W. McKNIGHT

R. WEBB

J . CORY

E. PACE

W. STOKER

R. ALLRED

A. JEANSELME

B. KILFOYLE
r·
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SENATE
G. HUTCHINSO N
. L. BOX
L. EQUINTA

C. CHIDESTER

R. CHILDS

D. KELLY

0 . REESE

T. YAMASAKI

F. COLOMBO

F. GORISHEK

R. REYNOLDS

R. DEMl>JG

B. CHRISTENSEN

R. CHIDESTER
V. MERRILL
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HOME
C. LARSEN
K. BEEBE
G. DAVIS
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ECONOMIC§
F. N IELSON
A. SKERL
R. ROBERTSON

CLUB
M. JOHNSON
B. REYNOLDS
M. REDD .

The purpose of the club is to promote the intellectual development
of its members, to advance and promote Home Economics, and to become
a socializing factor in the C. C. H. S.
1,
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HOME
A. SIEFKE
S. ALLRED
C. PACE

ECONOMIC§
M. KING
M. MADSEN
L. SILVAGNI

CLUB
:\I. A:-.:DERSO:-S
F. GILBERT
A. BE1'E

The motto of the club is "Service", and the spmt of the
club is "to work
for the group and not the individual."
It can be said that the girls Jived up to
their motto, and they., with the capable efforts of the officer
s and the advisors,
account for the success of the club.
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M. SCARTEZI NA

A. FLOYD
L. HYATT
E. MARTINELLI

M. VIETA
H. FULLER
S. COSTELLO
P. GROSSO

.JUNTA
M. RICCI
J. CARVER
F. OGDEN
M. HOLME;S

A. BENE
W. STOREY
H. KIMBALL
J. DEMMAN

The first real gathering of the old and new members of the La Junta, was
on Wood Hill. Here all the would-be Spaniards enjoyed American hot dogs and
marshmallows, interspersed with spicy comments on the place, the personnel,
and the atmospheric pressure.
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LA
N . GORISHEK
G . BONNA C I
C. DART
R. DEMMA N

T . CLE M ENT
M. JOUFLAS
C. STRE ET
0. COO K

.JUNTA
M . HOU STO \!

A.

M. PIERCE

wo:-.:c

J. ZE ESE

C. O ' HATA

F . GIA C:OLLETO
E. MARSI NG
Nl. TALLERICO
D. WILSON
.

To stimulate interest in the club meetings, clever
programs were arranged.
colorful and gay. Much of the success of the club
was due to the untiring efforts
of the oficers who were: Margaret Scartezina, Presid
ent; Mary Yieta , Vice-President; Mary Ricci, Secretar y and Treasurer; Alice
Bene,
Reporter; Alice Floyd, ·
Advisor.
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D. FAUSETT

W. STOKER

ART

M. PRICHARD

S. A. OLSON

CLUB

m addition to some
A "misfit ball", coasting party, and clever assembly,
year for the
banner
a
this
making
to
Yery splendid projects have contributed
ventured
have
who
all
to
tion
inspira
an
been
has
,
advisor
Art Club. Mr. Olsen,
by
assisted
ably
been
has
He
rs.
into the sanctum of brush and palette ,vielde
d
Mildre
and
t,
residen
Vice-P
Stoker,
Bill
club,
the
of
Dean Fausett, President
for
worked
have
who
s
Prichard, Secretary and Treasurer, as well as other student
a bigger and better club.
party of the season,
The activities of the year began with the most unique
the posters that
over
ng
chuckli
seen
were
the "misfit ball." For days students
next?" was the
up
framed
be
would
"Who
hall.
the
in
nces
made their appeara
question uppermost in the minds of many.
thin g. Mr. Olsen,
The advertising was a suitable introduction to the real
could forget _ Miss
who
and
as master of ceremonies , presided in regal state ,
Tuttle's costume?
besides some sculpSome very beautiful projects have been done this year
was done by Dean
annual
this
on
turing and sketching . Part of the art work
missed next year.
be
will
He
utions.
contrib
.made
has
years
Fausett who for four
•
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. L. HADLEY

H. LOWRY

M. MYERS

INTER

B. JO~ES

NO§

The Inter Nos, consisting of Latin students, can boast of a
successful year in commemoration of the Vergilian Bimillenium .
This club held its meetings every fourth Monday of the
month. The officers were: Lora Hadley , President;
Marjorie
Myers, Vice-President; Hope Lowry, Secretary and Treasurer;
and Mrs. Jones, class advisor.
During the year the students acquired a general knowledge
of Greek and Roman mythology , and a greater spirit of cooperation among the students in Latin objectives.
Everyone enjoyed the hike in Price Canyon during the
early fall. . The refreshments were as appetizing as the jaunt
was stimulating.
This was followed up a month later by an indoor sport contest featured in the gymnasium. ·
On Dec. 20, an appropriate Latin Christmas program was
staged in the assembly . . It was a . genuine replica and importation from "old Rome".
During April, a Yergilian Roman Banquet was held. Although this has been an annual event at Carbon for some years,
the one this year was doubly significant because ot the honor
being paid the great poet in all the Latin speaking countries of
the universe , in honor of his two thousandth anniversary.
A picnic' just before the close of school brought to a .close
the activities of the "Among Us" club.
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CLUB

The "hay slingers," typical of their vocation, did most
of their strenuous labors in the good old summer time.
Howe,·er, after their enrollment in Carbon last fall, they
met and organized the Ag Club, thus continuing a two year
precedent.
His assistants
Wilson Ma this was elected President.
were John Devietti, Elmo Pace, and Albert Jeanselme.
Mr. Slaugh acted as advisor.

"Me rrily we stroll along,
Stroll along, stroll along;
Merrily we stroll along,
Over tbe new mown bay." ·

I'
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R. TH ORPE
M. GARROCK
A. J EANSELME
E. JONES

L. STE\"E,SEN

C. SAX
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R REYI\OL DS
L. PEACOCK
A. ASEY
w. MATHIS

M. RUGGERI

T . YA~IASAKI
h:. DART
R. ALLRED

M.

REESE

F. ,EILSO:S:

CONGRE§§

" Ridiculous! " Imagine Margaret Reese on tri al for the murder of her late
spouse. The jury , prosecuting attorney, judge , and the best arra y of legal talent
ava ilable listened to the defendant 's dr y-eye d but dramatic testimony, then rendered the verdict of guilty. Her sentence carried with it a recommendation for
leniency.
But lenienc y has not always been the sentence meted out to the member s
of the Carbon Congress , who, under the tutelage of Mr. Thorpe , have delved
deep into the art and science of Parliamentary Law and Debating. The cry for
more intelligent question s for debate, in . addition to Joe Barboglio's habit of
rising to a point of order, has furnished the theme for more than one recit ation
and the cue for more than one subtle thrust of sarcasm.
Occasionall y Elmo is reminded that the Prohibition Amendment has not
been repealed . Others receive ·due admonishment that the proper way to conduct a meeting can not be ascertained from the method fol!O\\·ed by some classes
and club s. At least , the omissions and commissions cannot be attributed to the
lack of direction , but to the inability to comprehend and practice the rules and
by-laws of a would-be Congressman .
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DORMITORY
''I'll make a note on that."
"What?"
"Why the Dorm doings, of course. Anyone who witnessed the
snappy assembly program they gave this year would know that dormitories had not only students in them, but an abundance of talent
Libbie and Keith with their antics, the
and live-wire Carbonites.
Jones twins, and a score of others kept the audien .ce convulsed with
laughter. Everytime ,Nevin produced the ever present pencil and tab,
a veritable gale was evoked.
However, the dormitories not only furnished entertainment, but
they also gave the school some of its most promin _ent students. Some
\Yere members of the football and basketball squads , of the Student
Council, of the Carbon Staff, the dramatic cast, as well as active participants in numerous dubs.
The dormitory study halls were equipped with tables, magazines,
and reference books. Here youth learned how to quote the rule and
its application.

.·
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MRS. CAMOMILE
MARY NAYLOR
WALTER STEVENS
D. KELLEY

M. SCARTEZINA
L. STEVE'.'!SO'.'!

E. JONES
'.'!. \\ 'ETZEL

J. ETZEL

DORMITORY
As a .welcome repast, though, at various times , the scholarly atmosphere
gave way to the social. Rugs were rolled up , tables and chairs cleared
away , floors polished, and the Dorm celebrated.
Among the social events of the year have been a Hallowe'en party,
Christmas festival, and the Senior Banquet. The Happy-Go-Lucky Club
with Mary Naylor as President, and Margaret Scartezina, Evelyn Jones,
Rose Demman, and Libbie Stevenson as fellow officers, greatly assisted
with the social spirit that prevailed.
The boys' dormitory had an organization comparable to the · girls'
The officers were: Louie Veltri, President , Dan Kelley, \ ·ice-President,
and Nevin Wetz 71, athletic manager. Their unique entertainment was the
autumn rabbit hunt..
The combined dormitories, this year, accommodated some thirty-seven
~tudents. Hoot Gibson, Tuts , Fickle, Amaza, Ribs , and Poots , along with
the thirty other occupants , largely attributed their success.: scholastically
and socially to the continuous efforts and ardent work of 1\lrs. Camomile,
the dean, and Mr. Stevens.
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L. MA:-;GUM

E. M. \VILLIA~\S

E. MA:-;GU .\!

W. STOKER
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MU§IC

CLUB

The :\lusic Club, under the supervision of Professor E. M.
Willi2.ms, has enjoyed a very happy and successful year, thus
bringing much honor and cheer to the school.
The officers for this year were·: Eccles Mangum , President;
Floyd McIntyre, Vice-President; William Stoker, Secretary and
They p1oveJ to be
Tr~asurer; 2.nd Lena Mangum, Reporter.
competent workers 2.nd managed. the activities of the club in
a very commendable manner.
Th _e students greatly appreciated the efforts of their director,
E. M. Williams, who enthusiastically cooperated not only in activities directly. connected with the Music Department and Club,
Athletic :ontests, assemblies,
but also in other school_ activities.
and the school play were made more enjoyable _by the presence
of the orch:::stra and band.
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. 0. BUN 1EL
i\l. SCARTEZl1'A

\V

E. PIACITELLI

STOKER

N, WETZEL

L. HADLEY

"CAPTAIN
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B. CHRISTENSEN
H. ELLIS

C. CHIDESTER

0. REESE

CRO§§BONE§n

Don Cubeb de Cigarro, a haughty explosive old Spanish
grandee, is determined that his one daughter, Theresa, shall marry
some Spanish nobleman she has never seen. So he keeps her ~1
prisoner within the boundaries of his estate outside Havana, and '
forbids her access to any man with whom the fair Theresa might
fall in love. Theresa, however, has fallen in love with a certain
young Ameri .can planter from the Isle of Pines, and he, Richard
Stoneybroke, is resolved to win Theresa for his own, come what
may.

So he, as Captain Cr9ssbones, and numbe _r of his friends
from the Isle of P.ines and the States disg_uise !hemselves as a
They invade the · old
band of real, dyed-in-the-wool pirates.
Don's estate, frighten him and his retainers and relations half
to death, and actually carry off, not only Theresa, but two other
ladies as well.
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In the second act, the wives and sweethearts of the pirates are enjoying
a vacation at an adjacent hotel near the pirates ' lair. Hither comes Don
Cubeb to ransom his daughter.
He m_eets Captain Crossbones and also
Richard Stoneybroke ; but he recognizes neither as being one and the same
person. Richard promises to rescue Theresa on condition that he may marry
lier. How Richard and his friends dispose of Captain Crossbones and his
pirates in mortal combat, and how the old Don is found to keep his word ,
furnish the climax of the opera.
"CAST"

j

Don Cubeb
Dona Isabella
Richard Stoneybroke
Theresa
Bill Pilgrim
Miss Pilling
Kitty
Elenor
Captain Bambastio
Anthony Law
Zim
Zam

Omar Bunnel
Eleanor Piacitelli
William Stoker
Helen Ellis
Blake Christensen
Margaret Scartezina
Frieda Grousman
Lora Hadley
Nevin Wetzel
Owen Reese
Clin Chidester
Louis Tallerico
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PLAY

§CHOOL

"High

Flyers''

Dovey Doyle , unsophisticated but intellectual, leaves her country home for Berkshire
College where she meets Jack Whitney, handsome, athletic, and brilliant, but of humble
Jack and Dovey's interest in each
origin.
other is interrupted by Mazie Murray who is

LlCILLE

TUTTLE

Director

L. DAVIDSON
M. MYERS
M. RUGGERI
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W. STOKER
L. HADLEY
L. MEAGHER

in love with Jack and spares no deception to
gain her ends.~
When Jack and Dovey are selected to represent Berkshire College in a music and oratorical contest, they discover the real truth
and upset Mazie's plans. Jack, Dovey, Mrs.
Doyle, and Mr. Whitney make it a "double."

L. PEACOCK
A. GIOVANNONI
F. STONES

H. ELLIS
W. MATHIS
M. REESE
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H. GRANGE
C. CHIDESTER
M. SCARTEZINA
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"The
l
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Haunted

I

I
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PLAY
HouseH

This year the Senior Class made quite
a deparfore from the usual
select.ion of dramas for high school
production, when the "Haunted
House" by Owen Davis was staged .
It is a three act comedy packed
with thrills, ~creams, and suspense.
A cast of eleven , with a female
minority, was the nucleus for an even
ing of sustained in.terest .
The story is centered around the coun
try house of Edward Evans.
Contrary to the advice given by Evan
s to his .daughter, she and her
' newly acquired husband decide to
spend their hon~y!lloon there.
Upon their arrival, they discover evide
nces of recer:it occupation,
although the house had presumably
been uninhabited for some · time.
To further add to their difficulties,
Isabel, a girl belonging 10 Jack's
past, :\ppears on the scene and threatens
to cause :an eruption in .Jack's
and Emily's marital bliss .
.
A milkman , a popular novelist and
his wife, the constable. a
tramp, and a detective add to the arisin
g complexities culminating in
murder charges being preferred again
st the principals.
The solution
of "Nellie's" death at the end of the
third act brings the drama to a
close, :i.nd ends the two-hour suspense
of the audience.
Miss Tuttle directed the production.
The following Seniors comprised the cast: ·
·
Emily Driscol
Jack Driscol
Desmond Duncan
Helen Duncan .
Ezra Nestle .
Dan .Grogan
Bill Morgan
Thomas
Isabel · Westley
Ed . White
Edward Evans

Louise Peac ock
. William M cKni ght
Blake Christensen
. Mary Naylor
Ray Reynold s
Fred Stones
Clin Chidester
William Pintus
Lora Hadley
William Stoker
Le Roy M eagber
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LUCILLE TUTTLE

DEBATING
Debating this year has maintained the high standard that has
made it one of the foremost activities of the Carbon County High
School in past years . Mr. Thorpe , as coach of the debating squad ,
has been a great factor in putting over this activity . The members of
th e squad wish to express their appreciation to him .
The question chosen for debate this year was : " Resolved that the
eighteen -year old compulsory school law should be abolished ." Those
participating found that the question was a battle to _the finish between
the Juniors and the Seniors, tlie Juniors coming out on top .
Due to a change of division , Carbon did not. meet her old rivals
from Vernal and Roosevelt in the first debates of the year. It was with
much regret that this fact was accepted . However , all and all , it has
been a good year for debating . The members of the 1930 squad are:
Margaret Reese, Margaret Garrock, Louise Peacock , Hope Lowry,
John Colombo, Ford Holmes, John Cory, and Omar Bunnel.
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M. REESE
F. HOLMES

0. BUl\:S:EL
l-1. GARROCH

H. LO\\.ERY

J . COLO~IBO

J. CORY
L. PEACOCK

ORATORY

'

Not so man y students as formerly entered the oratori
cal contests this year, principally because so many activities
were scheduled at the same time. Miss Tuttle was -director.
The National Oratorical Contest was held Februa
r y 28 in
the Carbon County High School auditorium.
Mr. Hamilton acted as chairman in the contest . The contestants were
Roy Meag·her , and Mary Ruggeri , the latter being the winne
r. There was
a slight change in deliverance of orations this year
in that a
topic was assigned which, after a few minutes of prepar
ation, was
delivered extemporaneously.
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JUNIOR PROMENADE
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PROMENADE

JUNIOR

St. Valentine attended by little Dan Cupid was chief patron for the Junior
Promei:iade of '31, held February 14. The Silver Moon ball room w_as a replica
of a delicately wrought valentine. The orchestra was partially concea·led in a
fringed heart of red and white, further enhanced by a silver back ground. Two
diminutive Cupids holding a large heart with the dance number suspended, occupied the front of the platform. Thousands of hearts fluttering .frcm the ceiling
also contributed to the effect.
The Juniors ended their promenade with a heart formation. Then the orchestl"a played a dreamy waltz and the floor was cleared for them.
The patrons for the occasion were: Principal and Mrs. Norman Hamilton ,
Superintendent and Mrs. W. W. Christensen, Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Box, Mr. and
Mrs.]. E. Holmes , Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Fahring , Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Evans , Mr .
and Mrs. Albert Olsen, Mr. and Mrs. Glen S. Nielson, and Mr. and Mrs. J. W .
Hutchinson.

GET

PARTY

ACQUAINTED

voice of authority calls, "Boys to the left, girls to the right.
Whistle-A
Make it snappy!" Then a burst of music, "The Stars and Stripes Forever," mar:tial, doubly important when the order is given to shake hands with your neighbors, pause for a "pleased to meetcha," and pass on.
The Get Acquainted Party at first appeared to be a lesson in marching, but
lasted but a few moments. Another long blast followed by, "Boys,
delusion
the
take the lady's hand and lead her forth onto the dance floor." Before one could
count ten, half the Don Juans were flanked in the doorway , forming a setting for
the bewildered maidens who were wondering why they should b' treated thusly.
The other half gallantly guided a few feminine feet to the I tting strains of
"Honey."
Carbon spirit prevailed . The identity of the whistle blowers must be revealed.
Miss Tuttle and Mr. Merrill efficiently directed and blew.

SENIOR

HOP

The class of '30 presented the annual Hop in the Silver Moon Ball Room
on April 18. Invitations and programs were issued, and a formal ball was given .
The gaiety of the evening was enhanced greatly by the lovely dresses and
_artistic decorations. The . hall . was decorated with Japanese lanterns and ferns.
Further effect was obtained . by the costumes worn by1 the girls who presided at
·
the punch bowls.
Dean . Fausett, Helen Ellis, Blake
Seaton,
May
of:
consisted
committee
The
Christensen, Clin Chidester, and William McKnight.

JUNIOR,§ENIOR

BANQUET

To show their appreciation to the Senior . .Class of 1930, the Juniors entertained them as guests of honor at the ·annual Junior-Senior Banquet. 'The appointments were beautifully carried out and did much to add to the spirit of the
occasion.
In the toasts that were given, men.tion was made of the excellent showing the
class of '30 had made during its four-year sojourn at Carbon . The hope that
many would continue on in the pursuit of knowletige was expressed , together with
the heartiest wishes of all for their success in life.
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VER:S:0"1 MERRILL
Coach

REID " SI" ALLRED
Captain and Tackle

FOOTBALL
F'ootball was a great success at Carbon this year.
Only one high school contest was lost
during the season, and that was to the bitter rival ,
Moab.
Coach Merril sent his charges into the opening -fray
against a crack team composed of
Alumni stars. Though the high school gridders were
outweighed and out distanced in yardage .
they were able to hold them to a [<:Oreless game, and
league schedule started the next week when the Minersthus start the season out right. The
journeyed over to Castle Dale and
handed the hay-slingers a 31-0 lacing. This victory
served as a warming-up exercise for tne touted Uintahgave Carbon prestige in the region , arid
Uint ah was the first victim of the triple set of gameseleven.
the coal miners devoured three times the yardage from played on the home field. Although
they lacked the power to put the pill over when necessascrimmage that the Vernal lads did,
ry . The game was won by a scant
margin of one point , the final score being 7-6.
Coach Merril then booked a game with the B. Y. U.
frosh for the fo'lowing week. Here
Carbon was handed its first defeat of the season , by a
The miners rallied though and did push the pigskin team much heavier and more experienced.
over once. This game· merited the losers
a name for fighting prowess and gave them a lumino
us standing in the region, e\"en though
the score was 14-6.
Huntington High next encountered Carbon strength .
They were handed the best drubbing
they have received in many years. The score board
read
With three dean victories in the region schedule , the 66-0.
coal-diggers were ready to enter the
field against their inveterate rivals and give them
had been undefeated in the region. The dope fromthe best battle of the year-. Both teams
the preceding games predicted that it
would be a tilt en even terms.
The Carbon team left for Moab the day cefore
the field . Their first misfortune came within the the game in order to cecome adjusted to
first
Allred was taken from the field with a fractured shoulde two minutes of play when Captain
r. A substitute went in, but Carbon
could not stay the march of the oil-plungers down
efforts , and so the first half ended with a 7-0 score in the field. A touchdown rewarded their
favor of theJ Grand County lad~.
In the third quarter . the miners made their best bid
for the game : three times the Carbon
men were stopped on the one-yard line . A block punt
was recovered by Moab . This gave
Carbon their score. The game ended 7-2.
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ers c!owhed the Eureka
As an Armistice Day finale to a successful season, the coal-digg
33-7.
of
s:ore
deci~ive
eleven by the
its predecessors. Captain
The team was conceded to rank favorably with several of duo formed a combination
this
,
mate
a
Young,
with
and
line;
Allred formed the nucleus en the
there were several stellar men.
of tackles that was hard to beat. 1n the guard positions,
exceptional ba!J when
:\!though Wetzel did not play until 1,te in the season, he displayed

"

(

f
LELA'-:D

"LE " YOU:-SG

Tackle
BLAKE

CLIN

"BURLEY" . CHRISTEMEN

Halfback

CHIDESTER
"CHIO"
Center
FRED BONOME
·
Quarter
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given a ch~nce: P.iits, ·Childs : and l<i~erian were all on
and proved ever dependable men . to me. Chidester, whoeven terms · for honors as guards ,
was playing his fourth year at
~er
, could ·not be excelled as a pivot man . Pace
his flying tackles and perfected
blocking, and McKnight, pos,es~ing the ability to snag with
passes,
In the back field , Bonomo at quarter and Ballinger at full formed a refined pair of ends.
carried the kicking and passing

.\LFRED

RI CC I

T ack ie

LUKE

KI ZERIA:sl
G uard
:\E V !'< WET ZEL
Guard

..l

'

O.\L\R

BUNN EL

Hal f ba ck

l

j

....
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burden·, in addition · to a major portion of the ball toting . Christensen and Bunnel at halves,
played fine ball . The former was a hard line plunger , and the latter , an · able blocker.
The utility men who promi sed to l::e good timber for next year's squad are: Littlejohn,
at end, Lind say, at full, Geni, at half , and Etzel, Alley, Jewkes , Davis , Moffit , and Stamat akis,
at other suit able posts . Those lost tecause of graduation were Captain Allred, Pace, Ballinger,
·
Christensen, Bunnel, McKnight, Chidester , Wetzel, and Pintus .

BILL

McK:S:IGHT
'WILLY"
End
ELMO " BUD"
End

PACE

DOYLE PITTS
Guard
RICHARD

'" DICK"
Guard

CHILDS

.,/

J./ •
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.BASKETBALL
The popular sport in the ·miner school this year was undoub
tedly that of the waxed floor
art. Our team, even· though it could not overcome the
jinx .of the " Honey caners ," can be
classed with the test teams to ever don the miner's uniform
. ··The Carbon five started the
seaso11ot{~ith .ii tough schedule of pracJice games with
the faster teams of the state , losing
about half of them. This put all the more determination
for success in their veins.
The Carbonites started the league schedule off with a bang
and walloped tht; hay pitchers
from Castle Dale, 34-14. Captain Lee lead the scoring atta
ck with excellent cooperation from
the other remaining quartette ,
Huntington journeyed to . Price .thesfollowing _ Friday and
gave the over-confident miner
quint~t the scare of the season. Carbon led ·at the · half
_Jf5, but had tp play its best
ball to win the game 21-18.
The Ferron-Carbon game was as close as the preceding tilt
, but gave better competition .
Captain Lee lead his team to victory, scoring half _of the
team's points. McKnight and Hutchinson rendered excellent service in the guarding line.
"""
The second round of the loop schedule started with a
close, exciting game with the
Castle Dale outfit on our own floor. Webb exhibited some
natural skill and aided immensely

SHARP " TCLIP"
LEE
Captain a11d Forward
BILL

.. WILLY " M c KNIGHT
Guard
GRA NT

ROSS 'SKINNY"

" HUTCII"
HUTCHINSON
Guard

WEBB

1..,,enter

I
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J.

FRED

BONOMO
Forwar d

JOHN GROSSO
Utility Forward

J)

CLIVE " SCOTTY " KELL
Utility Forwar d

was 25-20.
with the scoring. The final score, somewhat closer than the initial garr.e,
line-up by the lopn
Huntingto
the
trounced
five
Carbon
the
,
eyes
their
in
With blood
n easily, the
Huntingto
of
dispose
sided s:ore of 56-22. To actua!ly show that thfy could
total.
tJ-:e
of
24
scored
Lee
half.
],st
the
second string was run at

\

L,.\IAR " Ll:s.lDY" DAVIS
Utility Center
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Ut'lity Forward
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JOHN "ROOSTER"
Utility Guard
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Although this game was doped to be the toughe
st on the s :hdule, the fighting miners
turned in a score of 39-15 to c!ose the league
schedule with a clean slate and an excellent
record . Ferron just couldn't penetrate the miner'
s defense and had to resort to the elongated
form of scor ing.
Carbon entered the strongest quintet in the Round
Robin tourney at Price this year,
but wasn't strong enough to throw off the traditio
nal jinx of Vernal. The first night Carbon
came from behind an 8-p.oint lead of Moab oil-plu
nger 's in the first quarter to an 8-point lead
at the half. The final score of the game was
40-23. McKnight and Webb . led the scoring
attack with some fine passing from Bonomo and
Hutchinson.
The day of the second tournament game , the
Carbon captain was taken to the hospital
fo.r,. an appendix operation. This was direct ty
responsible for ·the defeat on the last night .
McKnight took over the rein s of captainship
with Grosso , pinch hitting forward, inserted
in place of Lee. The miners walloped Ferron in
the second game , regardless of their loss, scoring 26 points before the half. In the second half
, the Carbonites coasted in ·order to store up
energy for the final flt of the tournament . The
final score was 34-14.
The Carbon five played the ball throughout
the entire conte , t and before the large st
crowd in the history of the game. Carbon outplay
ed and outpa , sed the Vernal lads , but
they just could not put the ball through the hoop
. Set-up after set-up was missed by the
miners . The pa , s;ng was flawless for the play was
in the Uintah territory three-fourths of the
time , but the miners were jinxed . . The gun stoppe
d the game at the score of 23-14for Vernal.
Carbon can just'y say that the team of 1930
was the smoothe st playing team in the
region and it worked like a clock , but the miners
·received the toughest breaks and experienced
the hardest luck of any . Captain Lee and Mc
Kni : ht at guard are the only members to be
lost to the team . Sharp Lee was high-point man
of the district in which the miners were
supreme, with Ross Webb as second best scorer
of the Carbon five. Webb , jumping at
center , was one of the cleverest men on the team
and miraculously gained the tip-off from
many · elongated opponents. Mc Knight and Hutchi
mon proved to be the classiest pair of
guards in the region. Both contributed to the scoring
, the former, exceptionally so. Bonomo
and Grosso exhibited natural talent in the sport
and gave admirable accounts of them sel\·es.
Carbon ought to display a strong line-up next
year with Webb, Hut chinson, Bonomo, Kell:
Davis , Gunderson , and Ru ~s being retained as experie
nced men .

Carbon
Carbon
Carbon
Carbon

20
45
21
24

Carbon
Carbon .
Carbon

34
21

PRACTICE
Alumni
18
He!per All-Stars ·. 47·
Ephraim
30
Ephraim
29

GAMES
Carbon -

31

Ephraim .

39

Carbon

19

Green River

Carbon

· . 42

Moab

17
24

Castle Dale
Huntington
Ferron

20
22
15

LEAGUE GAMES

Z6

Castle Dale
Huntington
Ferron

14
18·
23

Carbon
Carbon
Carbon

2;
56
39

ROUND ROBIN TOURNEY
Carbon
40
Carbon
34
Carbon
14
League Games Played

Moab .
Ferron
Vernal
.

23
14
23
'
9

League Games Won .
League Games Lost
Total Carbon Points
Total Opponent's Po "nts

8
I

. 491
376
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CHEER

LEADER§

Part of the honor ,,·hich is yearly bestowed upon the mighty Miners is not all theirs . There are three others on the field of action who
constantly urge the anemics and dead ones who refuse to be aroused
otherwise , ot the importance of the unceasing energ y put forth by the
fighting Miners for the glory of Carbon. The work of th ese three Cheer .
Leaders seems endless , yet their accomplishments are immeasurable.
At every football or ba sketball game, it is possible to see Hollis
Grange with his _Joyal assistants , Robert .Woodhead and Owen Reese,
encouraging the team and the spectators with their exhaustless pep and
enthusia sm .
To Hollis, Robert a_nd Owen this institution owes much, for they
demonstrated frequently their ability to keep the deact"a!ive and the live
on their toes all of the time .
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Your Purse
Is Your Guide
just Choose the Laundry Service That Fits
Your Family Budget
You can afford our modem washday service. No
matter how closely you must count the pennies ,
ther e's a type just ma.de to order for you . Lift
up the phone and let us explain , then you 'll ask
us to lift washday burdens right out of your life!

DO IT NOW!
We Use Soft Water Exclusively

IJRICE

s ·TEA~
PRICE,

TELEPHONE

218

LAU~UR

Y

UTAH
PRICE or HELPER
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SEPTEMBER4-Is . everybody happy? I'll say.
The gang plank sways with passengers and
the rails are crowded with cheering students, all ready to start on their new journey . All aboard!

'I

6----Real work , some are sea sick all
SEPTEMBER
ready. The rails are packed with victims.
9-Better day today, but no assemSEPTEMBER
bly yet. We wonder who these strange
people are roaming the decks, especially
· that one with red hair and glasses.
1-

-----....-=-·.... ---

I 1- The Spanish section of the ship
SEPTEMBER
met as a unit for La Junta meeting.

- ...
------- ---- -;:--_--:......:==--:-_

17-Still
SEPTEMBER

.

.'

--

.

V

SEPTEMBER16----Nothin' doing .

..-.

no assembly .

last we get a glimpse of our
20.........At
SEPTEMBER
new instructors and principal. The red
haired one is Miss Seifke from the commissary .
24-\Vho claims the number on the
SEPTEMBER
hill? Watch out Juniors . ·

___
__,_

...

-

(am25-A challenge-preparation
SEPTEMBER
m·unition, guns , clippers, and etc.) A fiery
"S" and no Juniors . Ii: isn't even safe
to be not a Junior . Ask Lawrence Oyde .
War couldn't find the Seniors so the Seniors find war.
SEPTEMBER26----Juniors retreat to a smaller
neighboring hill . There is a quiet little
riot on 1st West accompanied with hair
clippings of the Juniors by the Seniors .
Not so good Juniors. Carl Jamison got
his cut 3 times-no results . ('30) remains .

:.::.-

::; , ~,..~

I
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Get Acquainted Party
27-Friday.
SEPTEMBER
there including Freshmen.
-everybody
Football game , Carbon vs. Alumnu s-0-0 ,
terribly exciting. Art is Art again . Peppers yell in their new paraphernalia . Speaker in assembly was Scout Mark Brockbank .

.-·
_. ...

--

_..._:

~

kind ,of worn out
s
30.........Freshielook
SEPTEMBER
after thei~ first party. Carbon staff collect to have their first meeting .

_--:·-- .......

have a meeting, appear
OCTOBERI-Peppers
very exdted about something. Omar Bunnel comes to classes with another sore eye.
We'd surely like to see the other fellow ,
if it is a fellow .

r

·".
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OcToBER 2-Sophomores
(Class meeting.)

appear

:::

I

, -_ ·
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OCTOBER
4-Most of the school is excused to
go to Castle Dale for a football game , even
unto Booth Kilfoyle . 30-0, we won. Whoopee! Castle Dale rs prove their ability as
policemen again. Ask _Ray Acortl. Assembly .
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OcToBERl~A
few of Carbon's most daubby
students take a day off and,. under the
close observation of Mr. Olson from the
Art Room window, administer a fresh coat
of blueing and whitewash to the noble figurehead, "The C." 'Twas lots of fun even
if the gentle zephyrs were really chilly .
(For reference-see diaries of Dean Fausett
and James Diamenti.) Miss Siefke's girls
proved to be excellent cooks for the hungry men. D. E. Williams almost sued for
the over use of his benzine and lacquer
thinner.
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0cTOBER9-Hoo-ray
for Caesar, Cicero, and
Caligula . The Latineers fling a "Pedis"
accompanied with a joy ride and take a
late autumn day hike.

I

,

=:-:-..:.~ .

. OCTOBER
6-Feed for football heroes by Flynn ,
Wilson and Meyers.

(

I

/·-I

---------

OCTOBER8-The crisis has come. It proved
that the Juniors can hold the upper hand
if there are rules on land , and that the
Seniors shine much more for the cave-man
stuff pl us scissors. The very , very close
game came out 6-0 in favor of Mrs. Jones's
boys.
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OCTOBER
7-Tests start for first term. Everybody is scared. Mutiny on board. No
results . There was a slight hurricane, but
the boat came through quite undamaged.
Hollis Grange was so . frightened that he
almost jumped over-board. Council met
and decidedl on committees for everything .

f
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important .

Oc'roBER3-Pep have a progressive -dinnerplenty of eats. May Seaton liked the
spaghetti, also green olives.

f
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0cTOBER 11- The boys played Vernal-excellent game. Score 7-6, Carbon's favor. Pep
gather us together again in the fabulous
assembly liall-result;
agreed moderns are
better looking.
OcTOBER22-Excuse
hunters can 't find Mr
Hamilton · any where . It's a tough life'.
He had gone deer hunting. Oh, what a
hunt that was!

-

OCTOBER23-Hamilton
returns. Np
arms broken or deer missing .
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OCTOBER
. 25-Played' ..Huntington and skipped
away with a wonderful 66-0 score. Oh
you hunters . Miss Tuttle misses her lunch
to give us a clear idea of the School Play,
"High Flyers." Glory be! The entire
student body is taken quife suddenly off
... its feet when Omar Bunnel squeezes a
powerful paper from a more powerful press.
The Carbonicle at last!

r

OcTOBER31-Shirt
tail parade. The · Senators
carried the withered! Moab from the C0urt
House down to the Lyric , making a spectacular appearance in grandmother's night
gowns and cat's pajamas. The doughnuts
were good. The Pep make good waitresses. Everyone enjoyed the gentle conversation during the show. The Peppers let
us in on the romance of Oswald Moab and
Lady Luck. Hope they both get life.
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~OVEMBERI-We all take off for Moab, where
the hay seeds are so tough that they play
rock formation , and the absent mi~ded
players carry the left end round the ball.
On the way a car breaks down. Many
walk-Johnny
_Etzel makes the dumb crack
about t.he steamships. Ask Tosuki about
it.

,,

~

i

NOVEMBER2-Game with Moab, 7-2. We all
cried even to the cold-hearted Ray Reynolds. · The Carbon students prove themselves equally as clever as the Moabites in
the arts of mud-slinging. Of course , we
all got souve~irs . Tosuke fell hard for
a woman there.

, .....
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NovEMBER6-More and better eats for famished football fanatics sponsored by Flynn,
Wilson , and Meyers .

1

NOVEMBER8--Senior rings will be here soon,
maybe , emphasis on the maybe. The Juniors conclusively prove that all of the excellent female impersonators are not on
the legitimate stage . Karl Jamesen received a "big hand" even if Cinderella
from China did win.
· ·
NOVEMBERI I-We , all arrayed in our Sunday
best , celebr ated Armistice. Day by helping
wear out Price's pavements . We all appeared patriotic. A d 1ance climaxed the
afternoon.
NOVEMBER12-Eureka,

I

,,

32-7.

NOVEMBER15-Friday.
Misfit Ball" · followed
the queer posters featuring Mrs. Jones in
Fiji Island costume, flowers decked as for
a funeral, and Helen and Omar in some
significant poses. Bill Pintus was most
out of place although comments on Mi_ss
Tuttle 's costume , which was a little "previous," were numerous. The Seniors made
their debut in an allegorical character
sketch in the morning assembly. Blake
Christensen kept the audience in laughter
throughout the melodramatic performance.
NOVEMBER18--Basketball games-Juniors
vs.
Seniors , Sophs vs. Frosh .
NOVEMBER19-Juniors
vs. Sophs, Seniors vs.
Frosh.

.J
I

NovEMBER 20-Juniors
vs. Frosh, Seniors vs.
Sophs . Sharp Lee, a three-year ve~eran,
was elected captain. Nine rahs for "Tulip."
NovEMBER 22-Dorm
Assembly . The Beauty
and personality contest announced.
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NovEMBER22-Pep and Senate eat veal birds .
What a glorious banquet. The boys admit
they had a good time .
NOVEMBER
25-Blue
cards are out.
at noon.

Monday for most . Report
The Inter Nos had a party

=-..

,;- .

l'JovEMBER27-Thanksgiving
Matinee Dance.
NovEMBER28-DECEMBERI-Holidays . Students
do justice to the turkey and its trimmings.
The left overs aren ' t so bad on Saturday.
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roam Ferron country
DECEMBER7-Senators
for wild game . Nevin got shot.

-._..,._

good banquet even if the
8-Pretty
DECEMBER
coach did get cheated in his cocktail.
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off the
'

scrape butter
· DECEMBER9-Senators
walls of the cooking room.
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12--S chool Play , "High Flyers ," goes
DECEMBER
over with a bang. The stage · may get a
new curtain from the proceeds.
game. Art is with
DECEMBER13-Basketball
us again, but on the other side. Alumnus
18, Carbon ZU.
OECEMBEK17-Blow gum and garlic lend atmospnere to the main hall. 'Nuf sed.'
DEcEM,BER20-Adjourn tor Christmas. Teachers are su·rprised with presents from their
first period class.
JANUARY2-Back
Taylor lost a
vacation. The
better for the

-~
I

I

Fran cis
at school again .
pound and a half during
old school certainly looks
varnishing . .

JANUARY3-A surprise in store. "Jimmy" Bingham plus his brief case is again walking
the floors of the high school. The physics class forget themselves and call for
Scotch jokes. They got them .

~---.
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on Saturday . Not so good .

4-School
JANUARY

6-The dramatic cast give Castle Gate
JANUARY
a treat and incidentally make "money."
8- The beauty and popularit y conte st
JANUARY
creates interest. The competition between
the weaker sex and also the stronger is
pretty keen.
JANUARY10-The Music program makes a hit.
Much talent is shown.

_-
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gets out his old tin- ·
JANUARY13-Everybody
typer. The school becomes a studio of
freak snap _shots. The little snap shot box
in the hall receives its first love note.
JANUARY17-The Sophomores are outstanding
again. John Cory ought to get at least
ten years for the things he said today . We
played Castle Dale and of course , Castle
Dale lost, 34-14.
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JANUARY24-Home Economics Assembly.
all enjoy the sea weeds, the mermaids,
the flying fish. We play Huntington
dance follows the game . Everybody
a fine time.
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JANUARY29-30-"Aunt Lucia" presents herself
at the . high school. Several students take
part. Hollis captivates with his femininity.

I

-:---

)
\

JANUARY31-David
Gibson wonders why we
don't have a matinee dan·ce in the evening .
We pl ay Castle Dale and are victorious.

FEBRUARY
IO-The Tri-boys Club , under General
Diamenti , organize and get a charter from
1\lr. Hamilton to start their huge battle
for student body improvement.
Charter
members misse.:: all the initiation fun .

FERRUARY
11- This morning we were greeted by
the black sailor hats with the white "S,"
accompanied with hilarious shouts of, "Buy
a pencil." Nevin made the most sales during the day.

FEBRUARY12-Too bad we are no longer patriotic enough to give a holiday for "honest
Abe's" anniversary.

I ,=:::-

'
FEBRUARY
14-We voted today for the Carbon
contest. Evelyn Jones was acclaimed the
real "Venus";
llean Webb, " Helen of
Troy"; and Louie' Veltri, "Prince Paris ."
At 11:45 the bell tingled three times and
we took a forty-minute period off to glance
at the Pep 's dazzling review, in which Mar garet Reese lost her tongue over oldfashioned valentine verses, and May Seaton, her heart. The Senators are uneasy .
The Prom is gorgeous-beautiful
girls-dresses-and
thrilling dates. Expressions
were that the guests had a wonderful time .
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becomes the sport of the
21-0pera
FEBRUARY
day. Mr. Williams and a committee select
a cast . The A rt program is a beautiful
color fantasie. There are enormous color
wheels, and lovely girls in colorful dresses.
We wonder how long it took Dean Fausett
to learn to hit the mouse. All Freshmen
since then have resolved to be living
statues.

_;

27- The Senators present their orFEBRUARY
chestra and various vaudeville stunts .
Blake Christensen proves that he isn't so
dumb after all.

:
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rehearsals start in real earnMARCH3-0pera
est. More work. Shirt tail parade is part
of the day's program.

·-

night of the Round Robin
MARCH 6-First
We win from Moab, 40-23.
Tournament.
The games are exciting . . Peppers try to
sell candy.

-·--

--- .-----

MARCH7-Second night of the contest. We
beat Ferron , 39-14. Peppers have no luck
with candy. If we keep it up , maybe they
. will give it away.
MARCH8-lt's a tough life. Lady Luck is on
the side of Vernal. After very excellent
playing on the Carbonite's side, Uintah accidentally pitches a few extra baskets.
"Tulip" loses his appendix. A dance follows the game, but the crowd is pessimistic.

~--

MARCH21-Free St. Patrick's dance.
body is green, even the Freshies.

-

MARCH28-0pera

-:----.=-:-- ~-.: .

- .....

Every-

postponed for a week.

APRIL3-0pera makes its premiere appearance.
Mr. Williams looks relieved.

.-

APRIL 18-The Senior Hop. The decorations
and the dresses are very exquisite. The
music is great. These formal parties aren ' t
such a flop.
APRIL 30- The Senior play, "The Haunted
House," attracts a large house. More dramatic talent is discovered .
[,
'I

Seniors get away. They think
MAY 2-The
they will be terribly missed, but the school
gets along without them very nicely. The
Freshies are the only ones who seem to
care.
Exercises. Every Senior
MAY 16-Graduation
happy as he nears the end of a four-year
cruise. The faculty relax. It has been a
"Bon Voyage ."
Bill, the Sailor
-Barnacle

l'sge One Hundred Twenty-two
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-~--.. -Boss: "What are you two doing walking
so slowly up those stairs?"
Midnight:
"We's working boss. We's
carrying dis desk upstairs ."
·
Boss: ''!' ,don't see any desk."
Midnight ':·. "Fo Lord sakes, Boss, we
done forgit de desk."

OUR
COMPLIMENTS

"Look here," said the merchant, "you
have been owing this bill for a year. I '11
meet you half way. I'm ready to forget
half of what you owe me."
"Fine," replied the Senator, "I'll forget
the other half."

To
The very ·fine boys and girls

Mrs . Olsen: "Yes, I heard a noise, and
got up in my nightgown, and there un9er
the bed I saw a man's leg."
Miss Diamond:
"Good heavens. The
burglar's."
Mrs. Olsen: "No, my husband's. He
heard the noise, too."

Who
Make up the best school in
Southern Utah

"Did you take her literally?"
"What would I want with her literally?"

And to the
Excellent Corps of Teachers and
Instructors in charge

"Is she a good mother?"
"Very good. · She never strikes her children, except in self-defense ."
Small Boy: "Dad , the barometer has
fallen ."
· Father: "Very much?"
Small Boy (with guilty look): About
five feet."

We Thank You for Your
Patronage

Price TradingCo.

He: "What do you drink?"
She: "Oh , I often wonder."

"The Busy Department
Store"

"What's the age limit for Sailors?"
"Listen, dearie, a sailor at any age 1s
the limit." '

.,

/

"BAND"
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Dean: "I can tell you how much water
t9 the quart goes over Niagara Falls."
Blake: "If you know, tell us."
Dean: "Two · pints."

IJtic:t: Cornrnission
Wholes ale and Retail
SEMOLINO,

Nevin: "What -are diplomatic relations,
father?"
Dad: "There are no such people, iny
boy."

TURKEY

RED

AND

DRIFTED

SNOW

Hard Wheat Flour
TIP-TOP
Reid: "Say , don't be so silly."
Florence: "If you call me silly, I won't
love you."
Reid: "I had rather have you stop loving me than to be silly."
Florence: "Yeah, but if I wasn't silly I
wouldn't love you ."

Her:
Him:

and ST AR

Hay, Grain and Mill Stuff
Storage and Forwarding
PRICE, UTAH

"Will you call me a taxi?"
"Nix_:_! never call people names."

1).-ogl"t;SSl~f;

FOOU
And then there was the fellow who could
not make the Notre Dame football team
because he was subject ·to trainsickness.

STORE

A Real Food Emporium

We Import
Greek, I tali an and
Mexican
GROCERIES

Mrs. Bithell: "And will you get me that
beautiful coat on time for the big ball?'.'
Mr. Bithell: "Don't I get everything 'on
time'?"

Free Delivery on $5.00 Orders
PHOl\E

New Yorker's will stand for anything except a woman in the subway.

•)

/'/

104

PRICE, UTAH
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"BASKETBALL
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-six
Twe11t}'

DEVOTEES"

Helen M: ''I'll never speak · to
again!"
' · Hollis G.: "That's fine; I don't like
girls who w~nt to spend all the time talking. '.'

F. A. GREENHALGH
DRUGS

and

CoN FECTIONERY

Mrs.
heavy.
Mr.
only

HELPER,

Thorpe:
'T m afraid the cake is
dar[ing."
Thorpe : "T hat's all right , angel.
have to lift one piece at . :i time."

Boxing Instructor ( after first Iesspn) :· . '
"Now have you any questions to ask .?". ·
Blake C. (in a daze) : "Yes, how much
is your correspon .dence course?"

Tbe Friendly Store
/

·SUCCESS ·MEAT AND
GROGERY CO .
· "First /11 Everything"
A.Lways Dependable
Geo. Zeese

Conductor:
expired."

.."Ma dam, . this transfer

UTAH

J no. GerendJ.s
Helper , .l::Jtah

has

Mrs. Jones: "What else can you expect
with 'the . ~cars .so poorly
ventilated."

THE PALACE CANDY
HELPER ; · UTAH

Slaugh: "A.re you sure your new invention will work? '.' .
Flowers:- "No, 1'm only sure I have to if .
it doesn't."

Storrs : "Why in . the world can't you
keep these dates in your head?"
Beulah ~eard:
"I have too many o(my
own to remember."

Tbe Sweetest Place In
Carbon County
\\·e make our candies fresh daily
Dealers in
Victor Radios and Latest Records

CENTRAL MEAT AND
.GROCERY CO.
Quality First

"Iceland," said \1is~
large as Siam."

Diamond , "is as

"Iceland," wrote Johnny Etzel , "is about
as large as teacher."

ALBERT

R1cc1

JOE

ELEGANTE

Helper, Utah
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Lula C: 'Tm sorry you don't think
much of my voice , professor. The people
next door say I ought to go abroad to
study".
Toot:
"Yes, but I don't live next door."

Style - is the magic word that
spells success - - Only Stylish Hats Are Sold by

Hutch:
"I've decided to kiss you, but
you don't deserve it."
Grace: "Then \vhy punish me?"

BESSIE KENNEDY
MILLINERY

Millionaire:
"Every dollar I have was
made honestly."
Candid Friend:
"By whom?"

BEAUTIFUL

witb
Hose to Match
for tbe
GIRL GRADUATE

Sir Lan2elot:
'' Make haste, Elaine, . get
the can opener. Methinks I have a flea in
my knight clothes." ·

Deal Shoe & Hosiery Store
PRICE,

"They say brunettes have sweeter dispositions than blondes."
"Well, my wife's been both, and . I can't
see any difference."

UTAH

Fair Dealing and
Hone st Values - McCORMICK-DEERING FARM
MACHl:--.:ES
Fencing-General
Farm Supplies

Mother:
"If you wanted to go swimming, why didn't you come and ask me
first?"
Lawrence Clyde:
go swimming.' ·

. SLIPPERS

Farmers' Exchange and
Implement Co.

56 East First South
PHoNE 127
PRICE, UTAH

"-Because I wanted to

"Were you ever m trouble before?''
a librarian fined me two cents

The Home of Quality
LUMBER
Building Material
HARDWARE
That stands hard wear

"Well,
once."

Judge:
"You attacked this man in the
street. Can . you deny it?"
John G: "I can, sir , if you think it will
help me."

MUTUAL LUMBER
COMPANY
~lain Store on Main Street
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father
.-----------------.
whose son was crying for a saxophone so he
gave him one to keep him quiet.

"Food is getting so scarce that a man
lived two weeks on garlic alone. "
"Well, any man who lives on garlic,
ought to live alone ."

Doyle Pitts:
"W hen I dance with you
feel as though I were treading on the
clouds."
Phyllis Snow: " Don't be mistaken . Those
are my feet."

Plumbing Supplies
Electrical Appliances
Paints, Varnishes

Glass, Brushes
Fencing, Nails
Roofing, \Vallboards
Timbers

Millwork
Stoves and Furnace~

C. H. STEVENSON
LUMBERCO.
WHOLESALEand RETAIL

I m·patient Diner:
"I suppose, "·aiter , I ·
can sit here till I starYe ?"
Waiter:
" I'm afraid not , sir. \Ve ciDse
at ten."

Helen:
Omar:
man!"

" Do right and fear no man ."
"Don't write and fear no wo-

'

...!.. : . ·.;,.
\

Largest Stock in Eastern
Utah

Everything . in
Waiter:
" You must be a little deaf."
Flowers: "Well,
distinctly
ordered
liver-not
leather. "

HARDWARE
BUILDING
SPORTING
FISHING

Naida L.: "Professor, do you think I'll
ever be able to do anything with my voice?"
· Williams:
"Well, it might
handy in case of shipwreck."

come

in

MATERIALS
GOODS
TACKLE

Phones 26 and 111
202 \V. Main St .

Price, Utah
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"Why are you blushing, Alex?"
"I just got a raise and I feel flush."

___,

VICTOR
Hamilton:
"How did you cure your
wife of her antique craze?"
Merril: "Oh , I just gave. her a 1907 model."

G. E.

REFRIGERATORS

GILNER'S
PRICE,

'·

Gosh: "Thankful?
I got to be thankful?
bills."

What on earth have
I can't even pay my

"Im

You Can Get the Best
SODAS
SUNDAES
MAL TED MILKS
TESTED LUNCH ES
at

dying to take you in my

Helen J: "Well, go ahead,
stopping you. Die."

no one's

I : "Why, you halfwit!
How did you
make yourself understood in Cuba?"
2: "Oh, I just pointed to the labels."

Mr. Hamilton (to porter):
"How long
will the next train be?"
Porter:
"Engine and six .cars."
Hamilton:· "You're smart, aren't you?"
Porter:
"No, sir, Sm art's gone home
for his dinner."

UTAH

Bear in Mind - - -

Tosh: "Then be thankful, mam, that
you're not one of our creditors."

Dean:
arms."

RADIOS

PLATIS CANDY
PRICE , UTAH

PHONE

213

ROBINSON'S, INC.
Ladies' Apparel
STYLE

QUALITY
EXCLUSIVENESS
at Moderate Prices

Eastern Utah Elec.iric Bldg.
PH01'E

253

PRICE,

UTAH

Price .Transportation Co.
TAXI

SERVICE

DAYOR NIGHT
Mrs ." Stoker (teaching son arithmetic):
"Now, take the Smith family-there
is
Mummy, Daddy, and the baby. How many
does that make?"
Clarence:
"Two and one to carry

Reasonable Rates
Office : 11 N. Carbon Avenue
Phone 171

Price, Utah
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"My dear, Fred was perfectly priceless
last night."
Phyllis: "In what way?''
Blanche: "Oh, broke again."

-----------------

1

LJTAH CARBON
MOTOR CO.

Mrs. Seaton: "Why didn't you tell me
when that young man tried to kiss you?"
Frances: "I didn 't know you wanted to
be kissed , mother."

Dealers in
BUICK

Mrs. Hamilton:
"This little dog of mine
is worth two thousand dollars."
Mrs. Merril: "Oh, but how could a little
dog save up so much money?"
Foist: "Are you going to Gay's garden
party tomorrow night?"
Secund: "Is it formal, or do I wear my
own clothes?"

"Waiter, there 's a fly in my ice cream."
"A fly, miss. It must be going in for
winter sports, then."

CARS-

G. M. C. TRUCKS-

AUTOMOBILE

SUPPLIES

"Buy a Buick and Save Money"
:'•forth Carbon Avenue
PRICE,

UTAH

For a Lasting
Commencement

Mrs. Jones:
the time?"

."Does your watch tell you

Mr. Starn;:

"No, I have to look at it."

Present - SEE

Mrs. Woodhead (Discovering son helping himself to his father 's cigarettes):
"Robert, I am surpri~ed ."
Robert: "So am I, mother, I thought
you were out."

'Tm looking for somebody to lend me
ten do.llars."
"Well, it's a nice day for it ."

Sumner . Furniture
Store
Ewrytbing

For tbe Home

Page One Hundred
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"Tom," said Bill, as he caught up with
him on the way back to the hunting lodge,
"are the rest of the men out of the woods ·
yet?"
"Yes."

---

.

CHRYSLER

AND TRUCKS

"And are the six of them quite safe?"
"Yes, quite safe," said .Tom.
"Then," said Bill, his chest swelling,
"I've shot a deer."

The Best Equipped Garage
Eastern Utah
OPEN

"Are you a professional swimmer?"
"No, I just swim on the side."

Miss Larson:
last night."

AND NIGHT

"The Home of Chrysler Quality"
PRICE,

to

"Well, what have you to say for yourself?" said the judge to the prisoner , who
was a cross word enthusiast.
" I should like you to give me a sentence
with the word Freedom in it" , replied the
prisoner.

uTAH

PRICE MEAT &
GROCERY
"\VE THANK YOU
For Your Patronage "
Phone 365-J

Lora:
"Say, how would . you
have my nice slender figure?"
Booth: "On my lap ."

DAY

111

DAVIS AUTO AND
MACHINE CO.

" Bill Williams kissed me

Miss Siefke: " How many times?"
Larson: "I came to confess, not
boast."

MOTOR CARS

Price, Utah

like to

MICKEY 'S PLACE
HOME COOKING
We specialize in all kinds of
PASTRY
PIES
SANDWICHES
"The Home of the Scotch Meat Pie"
"Service With A Smile"
Phone 282
East Main St.

Elmo P: " I never see you with Miss
Siefke nowadays."
Wilson M: "No, I couldn 't stand her
vulgar laughter."
Elmo: "I never noticed that."
Wilson : "No? Well , you weren't there
when I proposed to her ."
j•
.. <
,

'/./
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Louise L: " You kiss like a man of experience, big boy!"
Bruce M : ·"Baby, it takes a man of experience to kiss you."

LEWIS' JEWELRY

"Professor Losee is so absentminded. The
other evening he knew .he · wanted to do
something, but was unable to remember
what is was, so he sat up till. three o'clock
in the morning trying to think what it was."
"Is that so! Did he find out."
"Yes . He remembered he wanted to go ...
to bed early!"

Dean F.: "What
in the summer?"

Gifts for All
Occasions

Particular People Always
BUY HERE

time do you get up

Blake C: "As soon as the first rays
of the sun comes in at my window."
Dean: "1sn't that rather early?"
Blake : "No, my room faces west."

Optical Department

m Connection

SAFE.WAY STORES

Mrs . Saphe:i.d rushed into her neighbor's
house without t~oubling to knock.
"My dear!" sh_e gasped, 'Tm in an awful state. I don 't know what to do next!"
"What is the matter?" asked the · neighbor.

Distribution Without Waste

a a a

"I've just had a terrible wa rning of ap~
proaching death ," declared the othf:r.
"Goodness mer What do you mean?"
"Well," said Mrs._-Saphead, "I bought
one of those lifetime fountain pens the other
day , and now it's broken I"
· ·

MEATS

AND GROCERIES

a a c
QUALITY AND SERVICE

Lot's wife looked back and turned into
a pillar of salt, and nowJdays lots of wives
do the same thing, and turn into a ditch .

PHONE

338

PRICE, UTAH
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F ranees: "The - post office is very careless sometimes, don't you think?"
Beulah: "Yes, dear; why?"

I

r

j!

r
t

Redd Motor Co.

Frances:
''.Harry sent me a postcard
yesterday from Brockville, where he is on
business , and they've put a Grand Junction
postmark on it."

SALES and SERVICE
for Economical

Transportation

Friend:
"What is your son going to be
when he's passed his finai exam?''
Mr. Grange: "An old man."
Price, Utah
Nlay S.:
winter?"

"Are you going ~outh for the
PHO\!E

Ancilla G.: "\\' hy go south for the
winter when we have lots of \\·inter r:ght
here? "

384

-----·l
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Judge:
"Seve n days , without the option
of a fine-got
anything to say 2.bout it?"
Mike S.: "Look here, Judge , that's a
pretty mean way to treat a regular customer, ain't it?"

All Over the World
Nationally Advertised
Boards of

-----

Staple and Fancy Merchandise
Sold

Grant H.:
Bill M:

"Serve

"W ipe off yo ur chin ."
"Can't.
It 's fastened on."

Yourself and Save"'

STANDARDIZED

MARKET

and
DEPENDABLE

Helen Bunnel: "I didn't marry beauty,
my boy; I didn't marry wealth or position;
I married for sympathy."
"May S.

Price
Phone 210

"We ll, you have mine."

.I
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MEATS

Helper
Phone 177
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Louise P: "Some day I'm going to~----------------·
my mind, and when I do-"
Aaron: '.'Yea
h,,. the silence will be mad,-....
dening."

Discipulis

AnnoMCMXXXDomini
Salutem

"Nevin, do .you know ·what bondage is?"
"Bondage, teacher, is what I \Vrap around .
my finger when I cut ·it."

Dicimus

tl

"Mr. Ellis, I have courted your daughter
_.,. ...
,.
.:i'
for fifteen years."
· ·
"We ll, what do you want?"
Omar: "Oh, I just wanted to .marry
her."
"Oh, is that all! I thought perhaps you
wanted a pension or something."

tl

tl

Vestra
Confectio
Huius
Operis
Sit

Karl J :" I've had tc ask you five times
for that money you ·.Jwe me."
Max D: "Well, I had to ask you ten
times before you'd lend it to ~e."

Mrs. Merril: · "Did you get a commission while you were ·in the Army, Vernon?"
Mr. Merril: "No, only my pay."

"What rent do you pay?"
"I don't pay it."
"W hat would it be if you did pay it?"
"A miracle. "

Facultas
Ad Maiora
Perficienda

tl

tl

tl

J. C. PENNEY
COMPANY, Inc.
PRICE, UTAH
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Ilean: "You're like the rest of the men.
You fall in love with all the girls."
John: "Go on, I don't know all the
girls."

Officer:
strategy?"

"What

is your

definition

of

Bob W (Recruit):
"When you don't let
the enemy know that you're out of ammunition, but keep on firing."

----------------·

Nationally Advertised
Groceries and
Government
Inspected
Meats
A LOCAL INSTITUTION
With All

Chain Store Advantages
Helen M: "I'll have
proud of my forebears."
Hollis: "Four Bears?
you-an animal trainer?"

you

know

I'm

Say, what are
A Surety of Purity

· !st Helen: "Marry him? No college
boy can marry me! "
2nd Helen: "Of course not, you have
to go to a minister!"

PRICE

HELPER

Compliments

Don Rowe: "My father was a Pole."
Slaugh: "How inter.esting! North or
South?"

of

Arrow Stage and Transfer
Company
PRICE,

UTAH

CARS for HIRE
Billy Stoker: "Say, mama, how can the
experts tell when there's to be an eclipse?"
Mrs. Stoker: "Don't ask foolish questions, child. Can't they read the papers
like the rest of us?"

Passenger and Freight
Transportation

ATHLETIC
"How much are your riding lessons costing you?''
"About two dollars

:1

thro\\' ." ·

Most women are satisfied with a fiftyfifty break. Both part s of it , that is.

' HEADQUARTERS

Spalding Made

EASTERN UTAH
ELECTRIC CO.
Price and Helper
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Styling Extravaganza
of the Modern Age - -

SHOES

Kelly: "I got a Jetter here from
the High Scho"ol that says our Eila's hen
stealin'."
Mr. K: "What?"
Mrs. K.: "Says she's taking home economics."

and

HOSIERY

Th;it reminds us of Professor Losee who
gave his finger nails an examination and
then cut his rh,~.

A soldier lo~+ his left arm m the war,
t a r:n was left. His left a rm
,·nd so his ri.~1-:
was not left since it was cut off and his
left arm. was right. If he had lost his right
arm instead of his left , his left arm would
hav e been left instead of his right, but that
is not right for his right arm was left and
not his left

BOOTERIE

THE

PRICE ,. UTAH

BUNN EL-THOMPSON
AUTO COMPANY

Coach: "Does your wife play bridge
for money ."
"No, but her opponents do."
Principal:

NEW FORD AGENCY
at
Helper, Utah
FORD SALES and SERVICE

Dr. H. B. Goetzman, o.o.s.
Commercial Bank Building
PHO~E

164-J

PRICE,

UTAH

Sanitary Barber Shop
Ladies and Children
Invited
Price, Utah
52 West Main

Page One Hundred
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Inquisiti ve Woman (eye ing catch): "O h
Poor little fish ."
Annoyed Angler : "Well, madam if he'd
kept his mouth shut he wouldn't have got
into trouble."

Blanch B.: " Isn't the floor slippery this
evening, Fred? "
Fred B: "No. I polished my shoes tonight."-Slap !

GARDNER BROS.
SERVICE STATION
Corner Main and Carbon Ave.
PHONE

301

PRICE , UTAH

Lola B: "Tarzan of the Apes musta
been a big sap."
Grace H.: "How come?''
Lola: "Aw, he was always running
around in trees."

Ross: "If I asked you to marry me,
dear , what would you say?"
Adele: "Guess?"
Ross: "Well , what would it rhyme with?"
Adele: "Guess."
Mr. Blithe!: "Dash it, the baby must
have thrown that last poem of mine in the
fire! "
Wife: "Don 't be absurd , Harold. The
little dear can't read Yet."
Creditor:
"But I can't keep coming
every day for my money. "
Mr. Flowers: "\Veil , I tell you what.
Come every Wednesday , if that day suits
you."
Creditor:
"Now, look here. 1 want my
money."
Clin :"Oh, that's all right. I thought you
wanted mine."
John G: "May
have the pleasure of
this dance?"
IIJean W.: "St 1 re, sit dO\rn."
Nevin W: ''I'm made. 1've invented a
device for looking through a brick wall."
Omar B. : "What is it?"
Nevin: "A windo,, ·. Tee hee."

Fred B: "Going out for football?"
Hutch:
"Naw.
Down for it."

THOMPSON
ALJTO CO.
Ltah Thompson, Mgr .
PRICE , Ln.H

a a a

Authorized

Sales and

Service Carbon and
Emery Counties

Cars ~

Trucks

We have a complete stock
of Genuine Ford parts and
accessories, etc .
a a a

Regular and Transient
Storage
a a a

Second Hand Cars for Sale
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If You Are Interested in Reliable Merchandise
If You Care To Look Well and Snappy
If You Really Care To Save Money and
If You Are .in the Market for
SHOES - CLOTHING - DRY GOODS
MEN'S AND LADIES' FURNISHINGS

Drop in at the

Golden Rule Store
PHONE

67

"Yo u should see Helen's wedding presents. They are beautiful. And so appro priate , my dear. Why , she got a pearl
handled thirty-two revolver and a sawedoff shotgun, not to mention the most adorable embossed hand ax."

Sharp. ( After being cleaned in the pinochle game):
"Well , anyway, I won't
have to tell my wife about this ."
Eager Chorus:
"\\"hat'll you do?"
Sharp: "Nothing.
I ain't married."

Salesman:
"Yes, sir. That is the smart est hat we have."
Mr. Thorpe:
"It doesn't ha, ·e to be
smart . I'll put the brains in it myself."

HELPER,

UTAH

Father:
" I hear you are always at the
bottom of the cla ss. Can't yo u get another
place?"
·
Lyle: "No, all the others are taken ."
Editor:
lip."
Reader:
Editor:

"T his line is devoted to Phil"Phillip who?"
" Phillip space."

Fresh
"What's the odor in the Library ?"
Senior: "T hat's th~ dead silence they
keep there."

Salisbury:
"Give me a sentence using
the word deceit."
MacTeevish:
"I wear pants with patches on de seat."

l'dil
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\\ hile "personally conducted" may seem to stress the importance of Direct Mail
printing, nevertheless we are interested in the ordinary run of printing, too, such as:
1 otices .'
Blotters
. Statements
Office Forms
Handbills
Post Cards
Receipt Books
Letters
Wedding
Stuffers
Business Cards
Envelopes
Announcements
Folders
Tickets
Invoices
Menus
Experience is an important factor in the production of even the simplest forms.
Our aim is to produce what is required with the lowest cost to the user, consistent
,,·ith quality work.

PRICE, UTAH

R. E. WEST
General Contractor
Phone 319-J
Senior: "What is it that lives in a
stable, eats oats, and can see equally at
both ends ?"
Frosh: "Pass ."
Senior: "A blind horse."

Bithell:
board."
James:

un

PHONE 9

H. & B. TRANSFER
Light and Heavy Hauling
Residence
Office
166
· 301
There had been a train wreck, and one
of the two authors felt himself slipping
from his life. "Goodby, Tom," he groaned
to his friend, 'Tm done for."
"Don 't say that, old man!" sputtered the
friend. "For goodness sake don't end your .
last sentence with a preposition.

"Please follow the work on the
"Where's it going?"

"Hands up! If you move,
Desperado:
you're dead."
Professor: "But , sir, your English is
If I were to move, it would
abominable.
be a sure sign that I was alive ·!"
"Who is the slangy chap you were just
talking to?"
"He's a teacher of English enjoying a day
off."

Page Ont Hundred Fift y

"Robert," said a teacher in one of the
public schools to her brightest pupil, "give
me an example of the use of the word
damper in ::t senten .ce."
Robert thought a moment , then delivered
"Teacher is
himself of the following:
damper-ticular about our English ."

Sweet Young Thing: "The girls all told
me you were 'girl-shy' , are you?"
'about two
Second Ditto: "Sure~Shy
of having an even dozen."
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"Hobo, did you notice that pile of wood
in the yard?"
"Yes'm, I seen it."
"You should mind your grammar. You
mean you saw it."
"No'm. You saw me see it, but you ain't
going to see me saw it ."·

Mummy, do you say 'It is me' or 'It is
I'? "
"Always remember the rhyme: 'Ii is
I,' said the spider to the fly' ." .
"What about 'it is me,' said the spider to
the flea'?"
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When Opening a Bank
Account

REMEMBER

The First National
OF PRICE

How now, King Philip! Art thou pleased
with thy new Armada?"
"Nay, that I ~m not. Wouldst believe
it, Eliz_abeth, I can get but a scant 500 miles
to the gallon?"

When one 's grade depends on one's neighbor, friendliness is essential.

Omar B:
thing?"

Friendly Co-operation
Assured

"Did Bill ever amount to any-

Hollis G: "Sure, he provides for a town.
of three thousand ."
Omar B: "Provides?"
HollisG : "Yeah, social scandal."

It's an ill wind that blows most saxophones.

a a a

Only National Bank
m
Carbon County
"
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KODAK
FINISHING

A FRIENDOF FRIENDS---·

The Place With Tbe Service
In Today-Out

tl

Tomorrow

tl

tl

and
Frames
FREE

, tl

Price Commercial &
KODAK ALBUMS
(ask about them)

Savings Bank
PRICE;

UTAH

Rice Studio
T be most popular book on the
Price Commercial
PRICE,

Page Ont Hundred
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Bank Bldg.

UTAH

(

'i

truest could not
quickly or more
time of financial
well-filled bank

Any person who will deposit a
fixed sum each pay-day in the
Pirice Commercial & Savings
Bank may enlist this Friend of
Friends and feel sure it will not
desert him when help is needed.

Inexpensive

tl

But even the
respond more
willingly _in a
need than a
book.

And you will feel no embarrassment whatever in asking
your bank account for help!

Enlargements

tl

There are all types of friends,
true and false . The most common is the fair weather friend.

shelves of the Library of Life
is a bank book
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The Gift Shop jewelers
Reliable Dealers in Gems
Years of honest dealing have
earned us a reputation for trust
worthiness, winning us many
patrons,
and, among other
things, the distinction of being
one of the few jewelers privileged to sell Gruen Guild
Watches

The Home of
ELGINWATCHES
Elegant
Efficient
New Stafford

R. A .

ELITE

JEWELRY

Price, Utah

CO.

Mgr.

Helper

Utah

Helper, Utah

THE WALSH BEAUTY
SHOP
Electric Building

Phone 586

NILSON,

Building

PRICE,UTAH

Two Entirely New Cars
Hudson Great Eight
A fine powerful , fast Eight and the
New Essex Challenger
\\"it11 greater pow er-quick er get-a wa:,raste1· speect-Io ng er-Iar ger- 1·oomier
At a Price All Can Atrorct

MUNK MOTOR CO.
142 West Main Street
PRICE, UTAH

Gifts For All Occasions
Kodaks, Kodak Albums , Stationery,
Toilet Sets, Brush Sets, Fountain
Pen s, Pencils, Ladies' All-Leather
Purses
We wish to thank the Class
of 1929-30 for their Joyal
support and \\,ish them success in their future work.

PRICE DRUG CO.

Compliments of

J.E. FLYNN
Mortician

If its fro~ the Price Drug it 's right
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THRIFT IS A HABIT
We cater to the accounts
of the you_ng man and woman whose .·thrift means

'1
!'

success for them.

\Ve know the "How" of
making Distinctive Photographs of men, women
and children.

A Bank Account is the
First Step Toward

Il

Il

Il

Success

Enlargements,
Easel Frames
and Frames
Made to
Order
Il

Rice

Il

Il

Studio

Price Commercial Bank Building
PHONE 103
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I

Carbon County Bank
PRICE , UTAH

I

-- ·~:.\:.:__:;-:.
_!.;:c/Mi;s Salisbury:

-~-~~~~- ·

( trying to correct a boy

;::;:;;
· ;::;._
_____________

who had said "l ain't gwine thar"): · "You
mustn't say that. Listen; I am not going
there; you are not going there; thou art
not going there; we are not going there;
they are not going there. Do you get the
idea?"
Boy: "Yessum. 1:hey ain't
nobody
gwine."

"'"-1

News-Advocate

.l?_ublis~ing ..co·.
Publishers
PRICE, UTAH
The News-Advocate
_ Price, Utah

City Visitor: "Which is crorect , to speak
of a sitting hen or a setting hen?"

Helper Times ..
. - . Helper, Utah · /

Farmer : "Don't know and don't care.
What I'd like to know is, when a hen cackles
has she laid or lied."

'

Fin 'e Printing for Every
Purpose
Wm. T. lngleheart, Mgr.

"Bill felt so dizzy he ha,d to go home."
"Is that so? Vertigo?"
"Home, I said."

Smoot

Our idea of a pessimist is the fellow who
rinses out a fresh sanitary cup direct from
its sanitary container, before using it.

"Have you ever heard Madame Highnote?"
"Sure, I can rei,;iember going to her first
farewell concert."

LUMBER

"Well, it's just busted, that's
you ever_ hear of a bank being

Negro: "Suah, but I never had one bust
right in mah face before."

i(fq

\ .i ' ,I/. '

Lumbe.-

Compan}'

Negro: "What you all mean, the bank
is busted?"
Teller:
all-didn't
busted?"

• .>

,., ... ~:.,..... .....
..,,. =--·'
.,

HARDWARE
PAINTS
PRICE , UTAH

PHONE 122
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SCHRAMM-JOHNSON
DRLJCS
\ '

I

l·

Your Headquarters

STATIONERY
KODAKS

for

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
KODAK SUPPL I ES
\

'

'r·:

ii

\ -

Bring in or Send Your Films
We Guarantee Our Work

All Prescriptions Are Filled By Fully
Registered Druggists

I ,

'

.

J

• I

1·

I..

l

Under no circumstances will we fill any prescrip,..
tions unless we can fill exactly as it is written.

l '
• ,

,- '
'

' .

I .

PRICE, UTAH
PHONE 260
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HELPER, UTAH
PHONE 93
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CARBON

HIGH

Our colors are the Blue and Wbite
Carbon High, our Carbon High
Their radiance illumes the night,
Carbon High, our Carbon High.
They stand for purity and truth
Of Carbon County's chosen y()ufh
Who love to bonor and to boost
Carbon Higb, our Carbon High.
The opponent 's team is on the field
Carbon High, our Carbon High,
Our team will figbt but never yield
Carbon High, our Carbon High.
Our colors floating in the air,
We aim to win by playing fair,
Our victories too, we're game to share,
Carbon High, our Carbon High.
-YlARIE
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